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Overview of Tracking Proposals
Experimental physics goals for a future Linear Collider create challenges for charged
particle tracking, particularly in regard to momentum resolution, multi-track separation,
and the precise and efficient reconstruction of tracks at forward angles. The momentum
resolution is driven in part by the need to measure the di-lepton recoil mass spectrum in

the process e + e − → HZ , with Z → μ + μ − . Ensuring that the mass spectrum be limited
by the beam energy spread, and not by momentum resolution, requires that

σ (1 / pt ) ≈ 2 × 10 −5 GeV −1 [1]. The momentum-resolution target is also driven by the

need to measure high-energy isolated charged particles [2], expected to be prevelant in
new physical processes (supersymmetric interactions, heavy lepton production,
production of leptopquarks, etc.), as well as Standard Model processes with a propensity

to produce high-energy leptons ( tt , W +W − , ZZ , l + l − production). All in all, the
requirement on the precision of the momentum measurement is an order of magnitude
more demanding than that of existing collider detectors. Clearly, the full exploitation of
the physics potential of a Linear Collider places stringent demands on the performance of
the tracker.
The Linear Collider presents several other challenges that are more demanding than that
faced at previous electron-positron colliders. Linear Collider backgrounds are expected to
be somewhat worse than those experienced at previous high-energy electron-positron
colliders, while hadronic jets associated with underlying parton-level processes will be
denser and more energetic. Accurate reconstruction of hadronic jets in this environment
will be an essential tool in unraveling the physics of the Linear Collider. Particle-flow
algorithms, discussed in the section on calorimetry, are only effective to the extent that
charged tracks are individually accounted for and associated with discrete calorimetric
clusters. Achieving the jet-energy resolution promised by the energy-flow approach will
require excellent charged-particle pattern recognition, superior two-track separation
resolution, as well as the precise determination of particle trajectories as they exit the
tracking volume.
Forward (high cos θ ) tracking will be of particular importance at the Linear Collider.
Flagship supersymmetric processes (selectron and chargino production) have the
potential to exhibit forward-peaked cross sections. The process of diboson (WW and ZZ)
production, which may prove essential to uncovering the secret of electroweak
symmetry-breaking, is also increasingly forward-peaked at high energies, with the
corresponding jets more tightly collimated about the underlying parton trajectory. Finally,
adequate modeling of beamsstrahlung requires a precise in-situ differential luminosity
measurement, which in turn requires that the acolinearity of bhabha-scattered electrons be
measured to the accuracy of ~0.01 mrad.
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Overview of Tracking Proposals

Tracking proposals of the LCRD groups are coordinated with those of the NSF-based
UCLC groups, and cover three broad areas. Work on the simulation of physics processes
is oriented towards establishing tracker performance criteria that are required for the full
realization of the physics potential of the Linear Collider. Simulation of detector response
and performance is focused upon assessing the capabilities of specific tracking scenarios,
and of their ability to achieve the established performance criteria. The goal of research
and development work on instrumentation hardware is to provide a proof-of-principle for
the more promising of those tracking scenarios. All three of these components are
essential for the design and optimization of a tracker that will be capable of exploiting the
great potential of the Linear Collider physics program.
At this point, the choice of technology for the central tracker remains open. The most
mature candidates are a large-volume TPC, an axial drift chamber, and an all-silicon
tracker, although the axial drift chamber seems to be falling out of favor at this point. The
baseline designs, established in March 2001, employ disks of silicon strips in the forward
region. This choice, however, was not motivated by studies (other than closed-form
calculations of tracking errors expected under ideal circumstances), and a broad and
open-minded R&D effort is called for. Groups contributing to the joint LCRD/UCLC
proposal are considering, in addition to the basline choice of silicon strips, CCD and
active pixel layers, and both GEM- and straw-tube based forward tracking.

Physics Simulation
Physics simulations have clarified many of the design goals for the LC detector,
including the central tracker. Studies of sparticle production and decay are needed to
establish more quantitatively the physics requirements on momentum resolution,
including that of low momentum tracks.

Silicon Central Trackers
Silicon central trackers have the advantage of compactness, and may prove to be
particularly good at tracking particles in dense jets. Two groups plan to develop the
design for a low-mass silicon strip detector optimized for the environment and physics
context of the Linear Collider. One will address pattern recognition in such a device.
They will start by developing stand-alone pattern recognition in a CCD vertex detector,
and then incorporate reconstruction algorithms for use with an axial-only silicon strip
tracker. Another group will develop a long shaping-time readout chip that limits its
period of operation to the small fraction of time that beams are present in the machine,
and work with an international group to develop and test a prototype two-meter-long
silicon detector ladder.
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The silicon drift detector is an attractive option because it is compact and offers 3-D
space points, which should make pattern recognition more robust in the presence of
background. One project will further develop this technology. The group will continue
developing the necessary simulation and reconstruction algorithms. On the hardware
side, they will work to increase wafer size, extend the drift length, reduce the channel
count and bring the wafer thickness to 150 microns. Finally, they plan to develop a
CMOS-based front-end chip.
Achieving the resolution goals with a relatively compact silicon central tracker requires
precise control of detector alignment and distortions. A “real-time” tracking device
alignment system will be important at the Linear Collider, particularly for a low-mass,
non-rigid silicon tracking system.

TPC Central Tracker
A TPC promises excellent momentum resolution and resilient pattern recognition. A
number of groups will work on TPC development. Two intend to improve fabrication
techniques for GEMs, and optimize GEM design for use in TPC readout. One of these
groups will focus on photo-lithography and use simulation to optimize design. A second
group will use prototype TPC’s with GEM and MicroMegas readout to explore
resolution, segmentation, noise, ion feedback, etc.

Forward Trackers
Forward tracking is more important at the Linear Collider than at previous e+e- machines
because of the increased contributions of t-channel processes at the high center-of-mass
energies. Forward tracking is also important for differential luminosity measurement.

[1] “Impact of Tracker Design on Higgs Mass Resolution and Cross Section”, H. Yang
and K. Riles, presentation at the Santa Cruz Linear Collider Retreat, June 27-29, 2002,
http://tenaya.physics.lsa.umich.edu/~hyang/talks/trackres-ucsc.pdf; see updated report at
http://tenaya.physics.lsa.umich.edu/~keithr/LC/HiggsTrackSummer2002.pdf .
[2] J. Brau et al., “International Study on Linear Collider Detector R&D”,
http://blueox.uoregon.edu/~lc/randd.pdf; “The Detector List”,
http://blueox.uoregon.edu/~jimbrau/LC/rdpriorities .
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Project Overview
We propose a research and development effort for the International Linear Collider, based on
our interest in forward tracking. We propose a comprehensive research program for the forward region, including development of tracking software for the forward region and simulation
studies of tracking and particle flow in this region.
We will study the need for additional tracking in the region beyond the TPC endplate in
detector concepts with a TPC as the primary central tracker, including the LDC [1], GLD
[2], and 4th [3] detector concepts). We are concentrating on the region of angular acceptance
extending down to the forward-most edge of the tracking acceptance region (approximately
100 mrad from the beamline.) For the last three years, we have been associated with the LDC
detector design (Fig. 1), contributing to the baseline configuration in the recently completed
Detector Outline Document [4]. (In this document, the proposed detector is referred to as
the Endcap Tracking Detector or ETD; in the earlier TELSA design[5], a similar device based
on straw tubes was called the Forward Chamber or FCH, and this terms is still in some of
the detector simulation software.)
We will evaluate the usefulness of an ionization chamber equipped with multiple gas electron
multiplier (GEM) preamplifiers[6] in the intermediate to forward region; as such devices offer
an expensive, fast, radiation-hard, and low-material profile tracking solution. Incorporating
GEMs for forward tracking will also reduce the number of heterogeneous detector technologies
in this region, since GEMs will likely be used to readout the TPC. Recently, we have also
1
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Figure 1: (left) A quarter view of the detector in the LDC Detector Outline Document. The ETD
is visible between the TPC endplate and the endcap ECAL. (right) Detail of the LDC tracking
region.
joined the LC-TPC detector R&D collaboration, in order to develop a plan for the ETD that
is fully compatible with the TPC design, as well as to facilitate common studies of GEMs,
readout electronics, and overall tracking optimization.
In the sections that follow we will describe the major components of how proposed research,
the broader impact of this research, and a detailed progress report on prior research. After
that we will describe the proposed work for the next year with expected deliverables, followed
by budget requests and justifications for each of the collaborating institutions.
This request is for continuation of current Department of Energy funding received through the
Linear Collider Research and Development (LCRD) working group, for Year 3 of the current
funding cycle. Additional funds are requested for new collaborators from Indiana University
and the Oklahoma University.
Forward Tracking Chambers
Previous uses of ionization-based tracking systems equipped with gas electron multiplier
(GEM) preamplification stages have found that such systems can provide 60 microns level
resolution and radiation hardness up to 2 Mrad. A GEM is a perforated foil of insulating
material approximately 50 microns thick and coated on both sides with a thin conductor approximately 5 microns thick. The holes have a radius on the order of 50 microns and are in a
grid pattern in which the distance between adjacent holes is on the order of 150 microns. The
photo-lithography based technology to construct this preamplifier was developed at CERN
by Fabio Sauli and collaborators [6]. When used as a preamplifier in front of a micro-pattern
device, the signal can amplified 100 fold [7] and can operate in harsh radiation environments
up to at least 2 Mrad [8]. Charge multiplication occurs when the electrons pass through the
foil holes whose sides have had an electric potential difference applied to produce electric fields
on the order of 40kV/cm. With multiple GEMs serving as preamplifiers, the charge can be
2
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detected directly on a segmented printed circuit board due to the large gains which approach
106 [9]. An evaluation of GEMs for use in the inner tracking system of HERA-B concluded
that they are better suited for the harsh radiation environments of their experimental setup
[10].
We intend to evaluate the system for use in the LDC as the Endcap Tracking Detector, by
constructing a prototype to confirm the above observations and work to improve the system’s
response time as well as further test the radiation limits of a prototype detector using a high
energy electron beam. Our prototype chambers have been used to study foil spacing, pressure
dependence of response, and to engineer techniques for chamber construction. We are one of
the first groups to test the larger 30 cm X 3 cm GEM foils. In the next year, we will complete
tests of the 30 cm chamber and begin design work for custom foils and readout planes that
match the ETD geometry. This progress is described in detail in the Progress Report section.
Forward Tracking Studies
Forward tracking will potentially be more important at the International Linear Collider
than at previous e+ e− colliders, as many interesting t-channel processes have differential
cross sections peaked in the forward direction, including W W and W Z production, dominant
background channels to many new physics and intermediate mass Higgs decays. For SUSY
searches, selectron pair production includes contributions from t-channel gaugino exchange.
Other slepton production channels may be characterized by very forward, low pT leptons
due to small slepton-chargino mass splitting for some regions of the SUSY parameter space.
Detailed understanding of the Higgs boson can also potentially benefit from forward tracking.
It will also be important to accurately measure differential luminosity cross-sections at the
ILC, with angular resolutions on the order of 0.1 mrad [11].
Several critical issues need to be addressed in determining the detector configuration best
suited for forward tracking. These include background radiation levels and overall rates, triggering, timing resolution, and hit resolution when the forward detector is used in conjunction
with other tracking elements.
We propose to address these issues through an integrated hardware and simulation effort. We
will devote part of our Linear Collider simulation efforts to understanding the specific physics
issues involved in forward tracking, and the optimization of tracking and particle flow in TPCbased detector designs. We will study the effect of the TPC endplate of track reconstruction
and particle flow, and we will simulate in detail various options, including our proposed
GEM-based ETD, for supplemental tracking between the TPC and the encap calorimeters.
This includes modifying the existing detector simulations to incorporate alternative detector
technologies in the forward region, with corresponding modifications to the existing track
reconstruction software.
A major new component of this year’s proposal is the addition of collaborators at Indiana
University and Oklahoma University. These groups are primarily interested in applying their
expertise in tracking to the development of forward tracking software for the ILC. We perceive this as a major missing component of current ILC studies, which our collaborators at
Oklahoma are well-suited to addresses. The Oklahoma group proposes a systematic software
effort to understand tracking capabilities and develop tracking algorithms in the forward direction, to about 110 mrad from the beamline. These studies will use the detailed Monte
Carlo and simulation being developed at SLAC, known as SLIC [12]. A realistic simulation
must include beam related backgrounds, accurate simulations of charge deposition, full energy deposition from tracks and backgrounds, realistic detector response, digitization, cluster
3
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finding, merging and hit recognition algorithms, detailed coordinate determination, and accurate track finding algorithms. Some of these parameters are not yet in the ILC Monte Carlo
simulation. We would make the Monte Carlo more realistic and use the enhanced Monte
Carlo to investigate the forward tracking potential. Such an effort will allow an informed
choice for forward tracking technologies and design parameters. We will help determine the
essential hardware components needed to assure quality tracking and physics capabilities in
the forward direction, and to eventually develop quality pattern recognition and tracking
algorithms in the forward direction. The software tools we develop will be used to facilitate
future physics studies.
The Indiana group proposes to concentrate on the design of the forward tracking elements in
LDC, including both the FTD silicon disks and the ETD. Indiana will also assist in development of readout electronics and participate in test beam activities.
There are a number of tools that have been developed within the high-energy community, or
are being developed within the Linear Collider community that can be adapted for the purpose
of understanding tracking in the forward region. For instance, very good forward tracking
has been attained by the DØ collaboration using the “AA” tracking algorithm. Tools and
algorithms developed for DØ tracking may be useful to compare with current forward tracking
algorithms in the ILC environment. By integrating tools that have been developed within the
high energy community and current Linear Collider software tools, and by developing new
algorithms and tools, our Indiana and Oklahoma collaborators will provide a comprehensive
and precise understanding of forward tracking.
Broader Impact
Louisiana Tech University has a long tradition of involving under-represented groups in research project. A previous master’s degree graduate was a woman, Jena Kraft, whose thesis
was the evaluation of the gain and quantum efficiency properties of the GEM detector as
a function of the gas pressure. We have a strong record of recruiting American students,
including traditionally under-represented minorities, into our physics program at both the
undergraduate and graduate level.
An X-ray lab, developed for this project, has enhanced the infrastructure of the facilities at
Louisiana Tech and will allow the research to expand into the area of medical imaging. We
hope that the detector will have some impact on the current methods of medical imaging. A
partnership has been created between the Biomedical Engineering department at Tech, the
Biomedical Research Foundation of Shreveport, and the Center for Applied Physics studies
to evaluate the usefulness of this device in the area of medical imaging.
Indiana University has been a QuarkNet center from the very first year of its inception in
1999 with the participation of 150 high school students and 10 high school teachers. They
have been involved in learning the concepts of particle physics and participating in hands-on
construction activities such as cosmic ray telescopes operating at six Indiana high schools.
The particle physics group has also had excellent success in attracting and mentoring undergraduate students as part of a Science, Technology, and Research Scholars program partnering
outstanding students with faculty through all their four years of their stay at Indiana University.
Oklahoma University focuses on developing a broader impact by teaching and training a postdoctoral researcher in the area of tracking software. The requested funds will be used for the
salary of one researcher who will be learning from the principal investigator at Oklahoma,
4
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who has years of experience in developing tracking software. In essence, the entire request for
funds is for the purpose of education. Oklahoma, like Indiana, has been a QuarkNet center
since it started in 1999, and is active in involving high school students and teachers in their
research.
Progress Report on Prior Research
We report progress to date on our previous GEM-based detector development and forward
simulations work. This work at Louisiana Tech was carried out with support from a Department of Energy base grant DE-FG02-99ER41117, and linear collider-related supplements in
2003 and 2004. In 2005, we were awarded $27,000 as a sub-contract through the combined International Linear Collider University-based Linear Collider Detector program, funded jointly
through the DoE and the NSF. For Year 2 renewal (2006) the LCRD award amount was
$14,000, which primarily funds one Master’s student and limited travel to ILC-related meetings.
In this progress report, we detail our work to date in establishing a testing facility for the GEM
based prototype tracking system, development of readout and trigger electronics, construction
and testing of prototype chambers, simulation studies of the Large Detector Concept (LDC),
and tracking studies in the forward region. We concentrate on just the activities and promised
deliverables from the past year; a resume of prior found in previous progress reports [13].
Briefly, an ionization chamber with two GEM pre-amplification stages and a 2-D charge
collector was procured from F. Sauli’s group at CERN during the first year of funding. Front
end amplification, pulse shaping and 128 channel multiplexing electronics arrived during the
first year of this work which were based on the HELIX128 chip developed by the Heidelberg
ASIC laboratory in collaboration with a group from the MPI [14]. Students involved have
been working on fabricating PC boards to integrate the HELIX chip onto the detector’s
charge collector, designing current monitors, installing driver signals for the HELIX chip
and setting up a cosmic ray test stand. A data acquisition system is now in place with
ADC and TDC readout electronics for 8 GEM channels. A second prototype detector, with
three GEM pre-amplification stages, was constructed by Louisiana Tech students during the
second year of this work and is currently operating in conjunction with our data acquisition.
This prototype is shown in Figure 2a. Recently, we have completed construction of the first
prototype chamber based on 30 cm X 30 cm GEM foils obtained form 3M, Inc. (Figure 2b).
This chamber incorporates many of the important features we wish to investigate for an ETD
prototype, including larger overall size, use of Rohocell for the chamber cover, and small foil
spacing. A reconfigurable chamber for the 30 cm foils, in which foil spacing can be modified,
is currently under construction.
Readout Prototyping
As reported in an earlier progress report, we have evaluated the HELIX-128 readout board for
the GEM detector. These readout boards were developed by the Heidelberg ASIC laboratory
in collaboration with a group from Max Planck Institute to utilize a highly integrated and
radiation hard readout chip called the “HELIX-128 ” which can read out 128 anode strips at
40 MHz and store the information for last 8 events in a pipeline [14]. A single board computer
was programmed to download board parameters through a serial interface. Unfortunately, the
HELIX board failed to maintain or reproduce the parameters programmed through the serial
interface. We observed that the HELIX board pre-amplification stage changed with time.
An alternative readout scheme, currently being used at Jefferson Lab on a similar detector,
5
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Figure 2: a) The second prototype 10 cm x 10 cm GEM tracking chamber, designed and developed
by students at Louisiana Tech. b) Construction of the 30 cm X 30 cm chamber.
is being adapted for use until the HELIX board problem is understood. A preamplifier card
from the Jefferson Lab electronics has been installed on the Louisiana Tech GEM detector
prototype. The response time of the preamp card is sufficient for our application. The preamp
card will be altered to include additional amplification and then used in conjunction with the
front end electronics from Jefferson Lab for a complete readout system. A faster readout
scheme is still sought due to the slow (microsec) front end electronics response times.
Another student had worked to provide the low voltage differential signals (LVDS) to control
the Helix chip. The initial attempt by the student was to use our in-house function generators
to create the LVDS signals. This was abandoned due to the high noise levels (150 mV) on
the function generator output. An LVDS signal converter chip has been purchase to output 4
LVDS pulses from a single TTL input pulse. A data acquisition system, based on the CODA
system developed at Jefferson National Laboratory, is now in place. Currently we are reading
a LeCroy 1182 8-channel ADC. DAQ files are being written to disk and software has been
written to convert the RAW data files to ROOT ntuples for analysis.
Subsequent to our efforts to successfully incorporate the Helix-128 cards into our GEM prototypes, we have found that there are more advanced versions of GEM front end readout
electronics being used for other experiments. These include electronics for the BoNuS experiment at Jefferson Lab [15], which use GEMs for a time-projection chamber and incorporate
the ALTRO front end card, a next generation of front end electronics based on the Helix-128
design. The TOTEM experiment at CERN [16] will also incorporate a next generation GEM
front end read out scheme based on the VFAT chip. We are investigating the possibility of
incorporating these more advanced front end cards for our prototype and eventual final GEM
detectors.
A substantial effort has been taken to redesign the HV distribution board used in the original
GEM prototype detector. The previous HV network contained too many sharp edges which
would be responsible for low noise spark discharges. The new HV network is contained on
a PC board most of which is within the gas chamber. This should substantially reduce the
leakage current.
A pulsed X-ray tube is being used to perform detailed position resolution as well as response
time studies on the completed prototype detector. The CAEN N470 power supply is used
6
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Figure 3: (left) A sample GEM detector hit. The top trace shows the Jefferson Lab-built preamp
signal, while the bottom trace shows the signal read directly from the third GEM foil. (right)
Prototype 10 cm x 10 cm GEM chamber,with the top removed to show the re-designed HV distribution.
in conjunction with a newly acquired PVX-4140 high voltage pulse generator from Directed
Energy, Inc. to pulse the nanotube based X-ray source. The pulse generator can apply up
to 3500 kV within 25 ns and has a tight pulse width of 60 ns. When collimated, this pulsed
X-ray source will be used to perform position and timing measurements of the detector.
Deliverables
In last year’s renewal request, we identified the following deliverables:
1 We will build a prototype GEM-based tracking detector using the new 30 cm × 30 cm
GEM foils from 3M, Inc. We will carefully test this chamber’s performance compared
to the 10 cm× 10 cm currently being tested, with foils manufactured at CERN. We will
use our new X-ray test facility, as well as source and cosmic ray testing. The X-ray lab is
a new addition to our lab, is based on carbon nanotube technology to facilitate pulsing,
and is capable of delivery 1 kHz of 8 and 20 keV photons. The goals of these tests will
be to establish the operational limits of the proto-type device.
2 We will continue our simulation studies of forward tracking in the LDC. We will use
the Mokka front-end to GEANT4 to perform detailed studies of the improvement to
tracking with an Endcap Tracking Detector (ETD) between the TPC endplate and the
EM calorimeter. We will begin studies of different detector readout configurations and
begin the process of optimizing the detector design for the GEM-based ETD.
3 We will begin applying the Mokka-based simulations to studies of particle flow and
overall detector performance in the forward direction. We will contribute to the writing
and editing of the LDC conceptual design report.
1) 30 cm X 30 cm Chamber As mentioned earlier, we have completed the first prototype
chamber based on the 30 cm GEM foils from 3M, Inc., and using Rohacell construction.
The GEM chamber was checked extensively for gas leaks. Initially a major gas leak was
found to be due to a crack in the rohacell window and the window was replaced. A second
leak was found along the side of the chamber and was corrected by coating the side of the
chamber in white silicon caulk. After this it was retested and several smaller leaks were found
7
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along the main chamber bolts and the gas line connections. These were also corrected by
smearing a small quantity of white silicon caulk onto the bolts and the gas connections. Some
residual leakage remains, and we are using these tests to refine the large chamber design.
The GEM chamber was also tested by applying the high voltage to the foils to test for
continuity. The foils were connected individually to the high voltage line and setting the
voltage supply to -400 volts. Then each section of each foil was tested to see if the foils were
carrying the voltage across by using a voltmeter. After this was accomplished and the GEM
chamber was assembled and high voltage was reapplied to the chamber. This time the voltage
was allowed to rise slowly (over a period of 4 hours) to a voltage of -1700V on the upper foil.
After remaining at this voltage for 1 hour the voltage was then allowed to climb to a voltage
of -2700V over a period of 3 hours, then held at that voltage for another hour. After this the
voltage was set to climb to -3400 then held at voltage for 12 hours to allow the foils to ”burn
in.” Testing with the X-ray source and cosmic is underway. We have not had the opportunity
to test the chamber at a test beam (we were finished with chamber construction just as the
Fermilab Test Beam facility closed for upgrades and repairs), but we have committed to take
part in a test beam run with the University of Texas - Arlington (part of the GEM-based
digital hadron calorimeter project) when the Fermilab test beam returns to operation in 2007.
We are funding two graduate students on chamber development, with money from the Department of Energy LCRD supplement and matching university funds. If funded, our new
collaborators at Oklahoma University will devote part of their postdoc’s time to detector
devolvement, particularly with supervising test beam activities and developing readout electronics.
2) Simulation Studies of Froward Tracking in LDC We have pursued detector simulation studies on two fronts: detailed studies of GEM chamber simulations in order to better understand
pulse shape, ionization, and drift times; and GEANT4 [17] based studies of the forward
tracking needs of the proposed ILC detectors configurations, with a particular interest in
forward tracking needs and its contribution to particle flow algorithms in the endcap regions.
Discussion of previous results the chamber simulations are described in our earlier progress
reports.
In last year’s report, we showed preliminary results using the SGV [18] fast simulation framework. These results are currently included in the LDC DoD. Since last summer, we have
made significant progress in full detector simulation studies, and are poised to make significant contributions in this area.
Full detector simulations based on GEANT have largely settled on two packages: the MOKKA
[19] simulation program, largely developed at DESY and IN2P3 and which grew out of the
simulations packages for the TELSA proposal; and SLIC [12], which is being developed at
SLAC. Both output events stored using the LCIO [20] format, potentially allowing the same
reconstruction programs to read events from both program. There are major differences between the two approaches. While both development groups claim that the detector geometry
is driven by XML files, Mokka retains detector drivers written in C++ and which contain
critical detector parameters. We find the SLIC detector description much easier to use and
modify, starting with compact detector formats that are then converted to full XML specification files via a JAVA program. However, Mokka has developed in parallel with the Marlin
[21] reconstruction environment for LDC, and we wish to use and extend Marlin for forward
track reconstruction.
We have spent considerable time installing, updating, and running both programs, both on
8
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Figure 4: Number of reconstructed muons and reconstructed momentum, comparing the output of
the Mokka (left) and SLIC (right) simulation environments.

our local cluster and (in the case of Mokka) at DESY. We have begun studies of the level
of agreement between Mokka and SLIC, taking the same generator files, processing them
through both simulations, and them reconstructing the output using Marlin. An example
is shown in Figure 4, for a file of 1000 events containing twenty muons per events with 10
GeV/c momentum on average and produced in the forward region of the detector.
Although there appear to be large differences in the number of reconstructed particles, the
comparison is not entirely fair. (The size of the Mokka output is also nearly twice as large as
the SLIC output, although there are roughly the same number of LCIO collections in each.)
We use the only available LDC detector XML for SLIC (“ldcaug05”), prepared for the Snowmass 2005 workshop. For Mokka we use a roughly analogous LDC geometry (“LDC00Sc”).
There are differences in the two geometries, and neither correctly describes the DoD version of
LDC (a newer version of the LDC geometry, LDC01, is available for Mokka). An undergraduate physics major is modifying the ldcaug05 geometry file, and we are very close to producing
an updated SLIC compact detector description for LDC, based on the DoD baseline detector,
which we will release for general use in the ILC community.
3) Contribution to the LDC Detector Outline Document With travel funds provided in the
LCRD supplement, we have participated in the the American Linear Collider Physics Group
meetings in Vancouver in August, 2006. One of us (Sawyer) attended the LDC meeting
at DESY in February, 2006, in preparation for the Bangalore WWS meeting, as well as
phone conferences of the LDC DoD editors between the Bangalore and Valencia meetings.
Members of both Louisiana Tech and Indiana’s ILC groups participated in the Snowmass
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Linear Collider workshop in 2005. Two of us (Sawyer and Van Kooten) are co-editors of
the LDC DoD chapter on Supplementary Tracking. As mentioned earlier, results from the
Louisiana Tech group are included in the LDC DoD, and we are contributing to ongoing
simulations which will be included in future updates to this document.
We believe we have made satisfactory progress on all the promised deliverables, are doing
additional work beyond the deliverables, and have put in place a solid detector research
and development program for the ILC. We feel renewal funding in justified based on past
performance.
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Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources
This research project represents collaboration between the Institute for Micromanufacturing
and the Center for Applied Physics Studies at Louisiana Tech University. The Institute
for Micromanufacturing has the facilities to fabricate the ionization chambers, assemble the
components in clean rooms, and wire bond the readout electronics to the ionization chamber.
To shorten development time, GEM foils have been purchased. The Center for Applied
Physics Studies contains the high energy and medium energy physics groups who will be
developing the GEM detectors. The collective experiences of the Center for Applied Physics
Studies members will ensure the development a GEM-based forward tracking prototype and
detailed studies of the tracking needs in the forward region..
The principal investigator and co-PIs at Louisiana Tech (Sawyer, Greenwood, Wobsich) are
members of the high energy physics group at Louisiana Tech, are members of the D0 experiment at Fermilab, and have extensive experience in detector development and simulations.
The Louisiana Tech group built and installed portions of the Intercryostat Detector for the
D0 upgrade. Dr. Sawyer has worked on the ALEPH, D0, SDC, and ATLAS experiments,
while Dr. Greenwood has built a number of neutrino detectors and is currently involved in
Run IIb upgrades to the D0 Silicon Tracker and the ATLAS forward pixel detector. Dr.
Wobisch was previously in the H1 experiment at DESY, is a member of the D0 and ATLAS
experiments, and is the co-author of the FastNLO Monte Carlo program.
Our collaborator, Steve Wells, is a member of Louisiana Tech’s medium energy group, with
experiments at Jefferson Lab. He is developing GEM-based trackers for the proposed Qweak
experiment at JLAB. His experience with tracking in that detector system will be used in
developing the forward tracking prototype. In addition, other members of the medium energy
group are collaborating on studies of GEM-based tracking applications, and students from
both the high energy and medium energy groups are collaborating in our detector development
lab.
Co-PI Van Kooten, joining the effort this year, is a member of the particle physics group at
Indiana, is currently a member of the D0 Collaboration at Fermilab, and has a great deal of
experience in the simulation, construction, and commissioning of tracking systems in the D0
(built and installed parts of the scintillating fiber tracker), OPAL, and Mark II detectors. He
was co-convenor of the American Higgs Physics Working Group for five years, and his physics
research has included new particle searches, including searches for supersymmetric particles.
Co-PI Mike Strauss, joining the effort this year, is a member of the high energy physics group
at Oklahoma University, is currently a member of the D0 and ATLAS experiment, and has
been involved with silicon tracking as well as tracking algorithms on both experiments. He
worked previously on the SLD pixel vertex detector.
In addition to their new involvement in development of simulations and tracking software in
the forward direction, the new collaborators from Indiana and Oklahoma provide access to
additional machining and electronics facilities, electronics engineering, and masters students
in electrical engineering as well as physics, with the opportunity to work on hardware and
electronics.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
1) In year three of the current funding cycle, we will perform beam tests of a prototype 30 cm
X 30 cm chamber. (This is the only deliverable from last year’s proposal not finished, due to
delays in finalizing construction of the chamber.) We will also perform source and cosmic ray
11
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tests on a reconfigurable version of the chamber, and present our results at one of the ILC
workshops.
The current chambers are the last square geometry chambers we plan on constructing. If
funded, we propose to develop the layout of a 1/16th ETD prototype module. This include
engineering designs, GEM foil layout, and the layout of the readout plane. We have electrical
engineering Master’s students who can do the design as part of their theses. As discussed
below in the out-year research plan, we would expect to submit the artwork for the foils and
readout to either CERN or another manufacturer in the following year (FY2008).
2) We will develop a SLIC-based simulation of the LDC comparable in detail to Mokka (this
work is very near completion), and use it to study the effect of the ETD in the LDC detector
design. We will model various proposed detector technologies in this region, including GEM
chambers, straw-tubes, and silicon strips, in order understand the required detector precision
need to correct for multiple scattering in the TPC endplate.
3) We work closely with our collaborators in the LDC study group and the LC-TPC collaboration on the optimization of the LDC design and the overall tracking and particle flow
efficiency. We will provide simulation results and contribute to the further refinement of the
LDC design as it evolves into a Technical Design Report.
4) The Oklahoma group would hire a post-doctoral researcher who will increase the realism
of the Monte Carlo in the forward direction, develop and adapt tools for LC forward track
finding, and investigate the tracking efficiency and purity for various detector geometries. This
postdoc also become involved in GEM chamber development, and will take part in testing
chambers and working with the Louisiana Tech group in developing readout electronics.
After the first year we expect to have developed a realistic Monte Carlo including backgrounds
in the forward region, full energy deposition, and accurate detector response, implemented
existing reconstruction tools into a unified package, and determined tracking efficiency and
purity for the default detector technologies and geometries in the forward region. Further
work will need to be done to develop and optimize future algorithms, to develop mature
tracking algorithms, and to add more realism to the simulation.
Project Activities and Deliverables for FY 2008-2010
During the period of the next LCRD umbrella grant, we will develop a realistic prototype
chamber for the ETD, based on our current detector development activities. This is design
will be supported by our ongoing simulations efforts, which will be finalized during this period.
We envision having the ETD prototype foils and readout plane by the end of 2008. In 2009 we
construct the prototype chamber. We allow for the additional purchases of modified foils and
readout planes in 2010 after our initial tests. During 2008-2010, we will acquire the necessary
readout electronics, based on the results of our current work in this area.
As part of the our input to the U.S. 5-year ILC Detector R&D Plan, we have developed a
timeline for the ETD prototype development only. The portion covering the period of the
next umbrella grant is shown in the table below. It is assumed that this funding would come
from multiple sources, including the LCRD proposal.
In parallel with the detector development and prototyping activities, the simulations work
started at the three collaborating institutions will continue. We foresee emphasis moving
towards more detailed studies over this period, as the final design of the LDC takes shape
and realistic detector parameters are incorporated into the simulations.
12
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Item
Faculty FTE
Postdocs
Graduate Students
GEM foils, Readout Boards)
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Electronics
Total estimated costs

FY2008
1
0.5
2
$8,000
$3,000
$1,000
$5,000
$ 68,000

FY2009
0
1
2
$0
$3,000
$1,000
$5,000
$95,000

FY2010
0
1
2
$8,000
$3,000
$1,000
$5,000
$ 95,000

Table 1: Expected out-year funding for the ETD prototype development, during the period of the
next LCRD umbrella grant.
FY 2007 Budget justification: Louisiana Tech University
As part of the LCRD grant, we were granted funding for Year One of $27,000, and funding
in Year Two of $14,000.
For Year Three, we request materials and supplies of $1,00 to cover gas and other consumables.
We request continued support for one graduate student ($12,500). We request travel funds
of $4,000 to cover the predicted increased number of trips needed to collaborate onthe test
beam at FNAL and on the Technical Design Report for the LDC. Indirect (F&A) costs are
computed at 48% of total salaries and wages only.
FY 2007 (Year 3) Budget
Institution: Louisiana Tech University
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs(1)
Total direct and indirect costs

FY2007
(Proposed)
0
$ 12,500
0 (Supported by base grant)
$12,500
0
$ 12,500
0
$ 4,000
$ 1,000
0
$ 17,500
$ 6,000
$ 23,500

Budget justification: Indiana University
The budget request is to cover hourly salaries of undergraduate students to work on simulations of the forward tracker. An amount of $10,250 each year would cover summer salary of
one full-time student plus one or more students during the academic year.
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We plan at least two ILC-related trips, one to one ILC conference ($1,000), plus trips to
simulation workshops ($1,000). We would also contribute towards beam tests ($1,500).
FY 2007 (Year 3) Budget
Institution: Indiana University
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct and indirect costs

FY2007
0
0
$10,250
$10,250
0
$10,250
0
$3,500
0
0
$13,750
0
$13,750

Budget justification: Oklahoma University
The budget is for supporting a post-doctoral researcher half time. The other half of the
time the post-doc will be involved in doing physics with DØ or investigating other aspects of
physics at the ILC. The proposed tracking studies and detector prototyping need manpower to
use the available tools and develop new tools to answer the relevant questions. Consequently,
the most important use of funds for answering these questions is to support people who can
develop and run the needed sophisticated simulations as well as provide oversight for graduate
students working on detector prototypes.
FY 2007 (Year 3) Budget
Institution: Oklahoma University
Item
One-half FTE Post-doctoral Researcher
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct and indirect costs
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FY2007
$20,000
$20,000
$7,400
$27,400
$27,400
$13,152
$40,552

5.7

Tracking

5.7: Development of a Micro Pattern Gas
Detector Readout for a TPC
(renewal)
Tracking
Contact person
Dan Peterson
dpp@lns.cornell.edu
(607) 255-8784
Institution(s)
Cornell
Purdue

FY07: $123,246

5.7

STATUS REPORT
Development of a Micro Pattern Gas Detector Readout for a TPC
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding
D. P. Peterson, R. S. Galik,
Laboratory for Elementary-Particle Physics, Cornell University
G. Bolla, I. P. J. Shipsey, Physics Department, Purdue University
Collaborators
none
Contact Person
Dan Peterson
dpp@lns.cornell.edu
(607)-255-8784
Project Overview
This project involves construction and studies of time projection chamber (TPC)
prototype detectors. This includes a "small-prototype" at Cornell and contributions to the
construction of a "large-prototype", in collaboration with the LCTPC group [1].
(A) Motivation
Unprecedented tracking performance, in both multi-track separation and momentum
resolution, is required to meet the experimental physics goals of the International Linear
Collider (ILC). A TPC may provide the best combination of detector segmentation and
continuous track measurements, leading to optimal multi-track separation and noise
immunity. However, as described below, the segmentation used in current technology
TPCs is insufficient for precision reconstruction of ILC events. In addition, obtaining
spatial resolution that is required to meet the momentum resolution goal is challenging
with the current technology. This prototyping project is part of a world-wide coordinated
study to develop a TPC readout with the segmentation and resolution required for the ILC
program.
Multi-track separation, which leads to efficient track reconstruction, is required for a
“particle flow analysis”, the precision measurement of jet energies using tracking
information to determine the charged energy component [2-5]. Particle flow analysis will
require efficient track reconstruction within jets where the track density is of order
100 tracks/steradian. TPCs using multi-proportional-wire-chamber (MWPC)
gas-amplification, of which the STAR, Aleph and ALICE [6] chambers are typical
examples, have pad readouts with azimuthal segmentation of order 1 cm. This
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segmentation is insufficient for reconstructing tracks in dense jets. For example, consider
a TPC with 1 cm pads, 4 cm effective longitudinal segmentation, and a two-pad FWHM
-3
pad response function. The solid angle segmentation would be about 10 steradian at a
detector radius of 1 meter. Thus, the pad occupancy within a jet would be 10% - a
challenging environment for track reconstruction. In a simulation of digitized detector
response [7], a 1 cm pad width was shown to provide only 94% reconstruction efficiency
while a pad width of 2 to 3mm is required for the ultimate efficiency of over 99%.
Simply increasing the detector segmentation in a wire anode TPC will not result in
increased reconstruction efficiency because the signal width is determined by the
inductive readout. A gas-amplification technology with pad response function width less
than 2mm is required to take advantage of increased readout segmentation.
Spatial resolution, which determines charged particle momentum resolution, is also
limited in MWPC TPCs. Charged particle momentum resolution, σ(1/p), of order
-5
10 /GeV is required to determine the Higgs mass through the precision measurement of
the recoil mass of di-leptons in Higgsstrahlung events [8-9]. This momentum resolution
can be achieved only if the TPC spatial resolution is of order 100µm. This spatial
resolution is very challenging in a MWPC TPC not only because it represents 1% of the
pad size but also because the radial electric field in the vicinity of the wires leads to a
significant spatial distortion due to an ExB effect.
A TPC readout based on a micro-pattern-gas-detector (MPGD) gas-amplification device
such as a GEM [10] or Micromegas [11] promises to provide both improved
segmentation and resolution. Segmentation is improved due to a fundamentally reduced
transverse signal size; the signal is created on pick-up pads by electron transport rather
than induction. The pad size can then be significantly reduced. Spatial resolution is
improved due to the reduced signal size and reduced ExB distortion of the drift path in
the vicinity of the amplification device. Operation in a high rate environment may be
simplified because these readout systems are expected to naturally suppress ion-feedback
into the drift volume.
(B) The world-wide TPC study
Research groups in Europe, Canada, and Asia, as well as the Cornell/Purdue group in the
United States, have joined to form the LC-TPC group [1] and are currently studying gasamplification devices in prototype TPCs. The LC-TPC group meets regularly at the
international and regional workshops. Groups from Victoria [12], DESY [13], Karlsruhe
[14], and Aachen [15] have been studying GEM gas-amplification. The
Berkeley/Orsay/Saclay [16] group has been studying Micromegas gas-amplification. The
Carleton [17] group has been studying Micromegas gas-amplification with an additional
resistive foil over the pad plane to control the pad response function. The
Asia/MPI/DESY group, joined by Carleton and Berkeley/Orsay/Saclay has made
comparative measurements [18] with wire, GEM and Micromegas gas-amplification
devices operated in a common TPC. As described below, the Cornell/Purdue group is
also making comparative measurements but using more sensitive electronics.
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Results from the individual groups and recent reviews [19] of this work have been
presented at the linear collider workshops. Results from these groups are encouraging;
several groups report spatial resolutions of less that 100 µm with MPGD devices.
However, the results are preliminary. Measurements of different gas-amplification
devices are difficult to compare because they are taken by different groups under various
conditions. In addition, there are sometimes discharge problems in the gas-amplification
devices that must be understood. Significant development and operating experience,
involving many groups, are required before a full-size design for a detector incorporating
a GEM or Micromegas can be finalized.
Groups within LC-TPC will continue to study the MPGD devices in small TPCs for the
next one or two years. At the same time, LC-TPC is beginning the design stage of a large
collaborative prototype [20], with diameter of 80 cm, to study issues associated with
operating a TPC employing a system of MPGD devices. A magnet with 85 cm bore and
1.5T field is being assembled with EUDET funds at DESY to provide a facility for this
next phase in ILC TPC development [21]. EUDET will provide the TPC field cage and
other infrastructure. LC-TPC participants will provide the endplates, readout devices and
the electronics. To stay on schedule for the construction of the final TPC for an ILC
detector, the interface to the field cage and readout panels must be defined in 2006, and
the construction completed in 2007. The commissioning is scheduled for early 2008.
Thus, the design and construction are concurrent with this proposal.
(C) The Cornell/Purdue program
The Cornell/Purdue small-prototype TPC at Cornell is used to directly compare the
response and reliability of different gas-amplification devices while minimizing the
systematic differences of readout electronics and other experimental conditions. These
measurements address critical design choices for the TPC in both the LDC and GLD
concepts. These measurements complement similar measurements being made with the
MPI prototype TPC at KEK [18].
An important distinction of the Cornell/Purdue prototype, when compared to the other
small prototypes, is the readout electronics. Other groups are using prototype or
decommissioned electronics from the STAR and Aleph TPCs. These electronics typically
have lower dynamic range. The Cornell/Purdue group has a background in small-cell
drift chambers and did not have access to electronics suitable for reading out a TPC. The
necessary purchase of commercial electronics has provided a readout system that,
although limited to fewer channels, has higher dynamic range and improved noise
suppression. Using these electronics, we are capable of making measurements that may
not be possible with other electronics.
The readout system described above allows the Cornell/Purdue group to perform
comparative measurements of ion-feedback, which presents a serious limitation to
operating a TPC. Positive ions drifting back into the main drift volume cause timedependent distortions of the electron drift trajectory. In MWPC gas-amplification TPCs,
the ion-feedback is controlled by a gating grid. Such a gating grid adds complexity,
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internal stresses and material to the TPC endplate that we seek to avoid at the ILC.
Although the GEM and Micromegas devices have reduced ion-feedback, it must be
demonstrated that the natural suppression is sufficient to eliminate the need for a gating
grid. The Berkeley/Orsay/Saclay group has made measurements of ion-feedback [22]
with Micromegas gas-amplification. Aachen has made similar measurements with tripleGEM gas-amplification [23]. Purdue has made measurements with a Purdue-3M
produced GEM [24]. In each case, measurements were made with a small drift length
and with the primary ionization created by an intense source. Feedback was measured via
the current through the drift volume cathode. In contrast, Cornell/Purdue plans to
measure ion-feedback on individual tracks by measuring individual ion signals on the
drift field termination grid (shown below in figures 2 and 5). These measurements will
directly compare MWPC, GEM and Micromegas gas-amplification devices and provide
input to the critical design choice of whether it is necessary to implement a gating grid in
the TPC for both the GLD and LDC concepts.
Longer range studies will involve the large prototype being planned by the LC-TPC
group. As part of the participation in that program, Dan Peterson has accepted the
responsibility of "convener" of the mechanical design, including the detailed design of
the endplate. There are important issues regarding the tiling of the TPC endplate with
MPGD devices that must be studied with the large prototype. Inactive areas between
readout panels must be minimized. Fringe electric fields on the edges of the gasamplification devices must be controlled. The drift field must be terminated without
distortion at the face of the gas-amplification. We must develop a procedure for optically
locating the modules with a precision of 20µm because track-based alignment will be
affected by magnetic field distortion uncertainties [25]. At the same time, the endplate
structure must be low mass to reduce the interactions of electrons and photons before
they enter the forward calorimeters. Cornell/Purdue will work with other LC-TPC groups
to design the endplate and standardize the manufacture of the readout modules.
We anticipate that the development of a large prototype endplate will require a three-step
process. A preliminary design will be machined at Cornell. After evaluation of the
preliminary design and design revisions, the "first endplate" will be fabricated at Cornell
for the first year of operation of the large-prototype. Based on evaluation of the first
endplate, construction procedures may be modified and the "second endplate" will be
fabricated at a commercial machining facility.
Purdue will be involved in the design and prototyping of readout modules used for
populating the endplate. Development will be done in cooperation with other interested
LC-TPC groups and will lead to a design that can be transported to other institutions.
Purdue is also involved in several studies of manufacturing techniques for the purpose of
providing large scale production of reliable GEMs and Micromegas. Prototype GEMs,
produced by 3M, have been delivered and tested at Purdue and CERN. Preliminary
results indicate that the performance of GEMs manufactured by 3M, when appropriate
materials are used and the process is carefully controlled, is indistinguishable from the
performance of those manufactured at CERN [24,26,27]. Testing of prototype
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Micromegas, also prodced by 3M is described below. It is expected that the MPGD
manufacturing will require several years of development. The development of new
manufacturing techniques for GEMs and Micromegas is important because it may
provide reduced cost and procurement time for large scale implementations such as a
TPC or a hadron calorimeter in a linear collider. Much of this work is at an early stage;
extensive R&D and testing, including radiation hardness studies, will be required.
Funding exists for this work and we are not seeking additional funding for it at this time.
These studies will be performed by many groups, including Purdue, over the next few
years. We expect to incorporate each of the successful alternative manufacturing
technologies into TPC readouts. The Cornell TPC will be used to test and compare
MPGDs that are manufactured with new techniques as well as devices produced at CERN.
Our coordination with the world TPC study will be strengthened by cooperating on
projects of mutual interest with the Carleton group consisting of Prof. Alain Bellerive and
Dr. Madhu Dixit. The infrastructure at Cornell will enable us to make a direct comparison
of Carleton MPGD readout devices with those prepared at Purdue. This will help in
reducing systematic uncertainties and in optimizing the readout design for the MPGD
TPC. The partnership between Carleton and Cornell/Purdue will benefit from the
geographic proximity of Ottawa and Ithaca.
Status Report
In December 2004, the Cornell group commissioned the small prototype TPC, shown in
Figure 1, with a 64 cm drift field and 10 cm square readout aperture. Cornell purchased a

Figure 1: Time Projection Chamber at Cornell University. The drift cage has an
inner diameter of 14.6 cm and length of 64 cm.
low-noise high voltage system that provides 20kV for the drift potential as well as
biasing voltages for the gas-amplification devices. Cornell/Purdue also purchased a VME
based DAQ system with low-noise power supplies to improve the signal sensitivity for
prototype detectors. TPC signals are digitized with commercial flash-ADCs with
8 channels/unit, 105 MHz sampling rate, +/- 200mV input range, and 14 bit resolution.
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The initial purchase was for a total of readout 32 channels. Currently, measurements are
made with zero magnetic field using cosmic rays.
The small prototype accepts interchangeable readout sections. A MWPC gasamplification readout, shown in Figure 2, was used for initial tests in January 2005, with
the results shown at LCWS05-Paris [28]. A single-GEM, operated with a gas gain of 100,
was tested in April 2005. Results for charge width and resolution, compared to that of a
MWPC device, were shown at ALCPG05-Snowmass [29]. The single-GEM
demonstrated the low-signal sensitivity that will be necessary to complete the ionfeedback measurements. A double-GEM was tested in October 2005, with results for
charge width and resolution shown at ECFA05-Vienna [30]. For the initial tests in 2005,
a coarse pad pitch, 5mm by 10mm, was chosen because it allowed us to demonstrate

Figure 2: (left) TPC Readout Module. A MWPC gas-amplification section is
mounted in front of the pad board on the left. Pad biasing voltage distribution
cards are mounted behind the pad board. (right) The field cage termination can
be seen in front of the readout. In this photograph, double-GEM gasamplification is installed.
the TPC operation with the minimum number of channels. Resolution measurements,
using MPGD gas-amplification, were limited in 2005 by the 5mm pad pitch because the
width of the pad response function is then a fraction of the pad width. The small
prototype and initial readout and HV electronics described above were procured and
assembled using Cornell funds not derived from this grant. GEMs were purchased and
tested using Purdue funds not derived from this grant.
FY2005 funds became available in November 2005. The stated FY2005 deliverables for
the small prototype program were comparative measurements, including signal width and
operational stability, of various gas-amplification devices: MWPC, GEM and
Micromegas. While some of the planned measurements are reported below, these
measurements will be completed when we have expanded the DAQ system to take full
advantage of the new pad board. As described below, our emphasis shifted during
FY2005 toward initial measurements and preparation for our longer range plan for ionfeedback studies. This was done in response to an increased priority given to these
studies by the LCTPC group for the design of an ILC TPC.
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In FY2005, several upgrades were made to the small-prototype in preparation for
precision resolution measurements. Acquisitions include additional FADC channels and
the addition of a positive HV supply that is part of the integrated HV system. The latter
provides more flexibility in biasing the gas-amplification devices and further noise
reduction. Upgraded readout pad boards include four rows of pads with 2mm pitch. The
field cage termination board was revised to include two wire layers which will facilitate
the ion collection in ion-feedback studies.
In March 2006 through June 2006, measurements were taken with a mass-produced
Micromegas [31], shown in figure 3, developed by the Purdue group in collaboration
with the 3M corporation. Measurements were made using Ar-CO2(90:10) and
Ar-iC4H10(90:10) gas mixtures and presented at ALCPG06-Vancouver [32].

Figure 3: (left) A Purdue-3M Micromegas is mounted on readout pad board in
preparation for installing in the TPC. (right) A "bulk Micromegas" had been
mounted on a pad board by the Saclay group.
Measurements of the pad-distribution-function width are shown in figure 4. The observed
signal width increases with drift distance due to diffusion. The diffusion is greater in the
Ar-iC4H10, as expected. However, it is unclear why the widths for the two gas mixtures
are not equal at small drift distance. Spatial resolution is shown as a function of drift
distance in figure 4. The observed resolution increases with drift distance due to diffusion
and extrapolates, at zero drift distance, to intrinsic resolutions of 170µm in the case of
Ar-CO2(90:10) and 180µm in the case of Ar-iC4H10(90:10). (In both cases, the low drift
distance measurement is not taken onto account in determining the intrinsic resolution
because the signal width becomes too small to provide sufficient charge sharing.) These
measurements were made with 56 instrumented readout channels out of available 80
channels on the pad board. Further studies will benefit from fully instrumenting the pad
board and were deferred.
In the second half of FY2005, we have concentrated on preparing for studies of ionfeedback. The Cornell/Purdue prototype offers the best ability to compare the ionfeedback rates in different gas-amplification devices.
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Figure 4: (left) The characteristic width of the pad-distribution-function for
observed signal using the Purdue-3M Micromegas is plotted for Ar-CO2(90:10)
and Ar-iC4H10(90:10) gas mixtures. The quantity plotted is the width to contain
95% of the signal pulse height, approximately 3σ . (right) The spatial resolution
is plotted for the same gas mixtures.
There have been three studies performed at Cornell in preparation for the ion-feedback
measurements. In the first, presented at ALCPG06-Vancouver [32], we measured
relative pulse height observed on the readout pads to determine the electron transmission
fraction through the double layer field cage termination (figure 5) as a function of bias
potential difference between the two layers. This provides an indication of the collection
efficiency for ions moving back into the field cage.
In the second study, also presented at ALCPG06-Vancouver [32], we demonstrated that
the ion signal is observed on the instrumented field cage termination. A MWPC readout
was used to create pad signals and ions. Pad signals were observed on six rows of the pad
readout. Eight of the FADC channels were used to read out the field cage termination
signals as shown in figure 6. In this configuration, the field cage termination is effectively
a cathode plane for the MWPC. We observed the prompt induction signal spread over
several channels. At approximately 200µs after the induction signal, we observed the
signal due to ion collection on only one channel. As expected for the ion signal, the delay
time depends on the spacing between the anode and the field cage termination and the
signal strength depends on the collection efficiency established in the first study.
The third study, presented at ECFA-06-Valencia [33], was a measurement of GEM
electron and ion transmission as a function of the GEM voltage difference, which is
relevant to evaluation of the use of a GEM gating grid. A GEM was installed in front of a
MWPC readout as shown in figure 5. In this configuration, drifting electrons must pass
through the GEM to reach the anode wires. Similarly, ions produced in the gasamplification must pass through the GEM to reach the field cage termination. The pad
signal strength is proportional to the electron transmission. The field cage termination
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Figure 5: (left) The instrumented layer of a double layer field cage termination
plane is used to collect the positive ions drifting back into the field cage. (center)
A single GEM is placed in front of a MWPC gas-amplification readout to
measure the electron and ion transmission of the GEM. (right) The single GEM
installed with the MWPC readout is installed in the TPC behind the field cage
termination.

Figure 6: (left) A display of the FADC readout for an event with the ion signal
observed in the field cage termination. Pad signals (1) are shown for six pad rows
with a full-width time is 82µs. Field cage termination signals are shown in the
lower traces with full-width time of 650ms. The induction signal (2) is in time with
the pad signals. The ion collection signal (3) is delayed by the ion drift time of
approximately 200µs. (right) Electron and ion (transmission x gain) is plotted as
a function of GEM voltage difference.
signal strength is proportional to the product of the electron transmission and the ion
transmission. The result is shown in figure 6. The electron transmission is low, on the
order of 10% for low GEM voltage. The increase above 200V is due to the onset of gain.
Ion transmission is low for all GEM voltages. The decrease above 100V may be because
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the extraction field for the ions is actually the drift field, only 300V/cm. The effect of
varying the drift field will be studied in the future.
The other aspect of this project involves the design and construction of the "largeprototype", in collaboration with the LCTPC group. The large prototype, as shown in
figure 7, will have a diameter of 80 cm; the area will be about 6% of that of a final TPC
for an ILC experiment. The plans call for operation with an initial endplate and modules
at the EUDET facility at DESY in 2008.

Figure 7: (left) The LCTPC large prototype will be 80 cm in diameter and will
represent a small section of a final TPC for an ILC experiment. Readout panels
will be supported by a framework on the endplate. (center) Readout panels will
each be a package containing several thousand pads and the gas-amplification
device. (right) The figure illustrates details of the geometry showing the relation
of the readout panels (red/green), endplate (blue) and field cage (orange).

Figure 8: (left) A test plate machined with a framework similar to that which will
be used on the large-prototype endplate to support and locate the readout panels.
(right) A close-up view of the supporting framework.
Currently, we are designing a structural endplate which serves as the interface between
field cage and the readout panels as shown in figure 7. The endplate must allow mounting
readout panels employing various gas-amplification technologies. It must also be rigid
and provide the gas seal.
A further goal of the Cornell group is to investigate machining processes that will provide
the mechanical tolerances and stability required for readout panels [25]. A series of test
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plates, as shown in figure 8, are being constructed using various machining and stress
relief operations. These are being evaluated using measurements from a coordinate
measuring machine at Cornell.
Work described in this section has also been supported at Cornell by NSF cooperative
agreement PHY-0202078, 4/1/2003 – 3/31/2008, entitled "Support of the Cornell
Electron Storage Ring (CESR) Facility". Work at Purdue has also been supported by DoE
grant DE-FG02-91ER40681, 1991-present, entitled "An Experimental High Energy
Physics Program at Purdue University".
FY2006 Year Project Activities
FY2006 of this project has recently started with the availability of FY2006 funds in
November 2006. Activities are reviewed here to put the FY2007 activities in context.
FY2006 deliverables are stated in the FY2006 change-of-scope document (May 2006).
The small-prototype readout will be expanded to take full advantage of the readout pad
board. Using the small-prototype at Cornell, we will study gas-amplification devices,
including GEMs and Micromegas, using various gas mixtures with zero magnetic field.
In the near future, we will measure properties of a "bulk Micromegas" developed by
Saclay, as shown in figure 3. We will develop the ion-feedback measurement procedure,
which includes a pulsed bias control and gated preamplifiers for the instrumented field
cage termination.
For the large-prototype, we will complete the design and, if there are sufficient funds,
construct an endplate. This will be the first of a series of progressively more sophisticated
versions. It will not provide full mechanical precision but will allow testing of readout
modules and will address system issues in the EUDET facility in calendar year 2008.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
In FY2007, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2007, we will
continue measurements with the small-prototype investigating the resolution, operating
stability and ion-feedback characteristics of several gas-amplification devices.
Operational procedures and analysis techniques will mature during the FY2006 studies.
The CLEO program at Cornell will end in March 2008. Reconfiguration of the CLEO
interaction region and the schedule of other activities at CESR will allow a 10-day run of
the small-prototype in the 1.5 Tesla CLEO magnet. There is a possibility of a second run
early in 2009. Our deliverable will be comparative measurements of various gasamplification devices in a magnetic field.
We will construct a precision large-prototype endplate and some mating readout modules
during calendar year 2008. The deliverable will be the completion of the precision large
prototype endplate.
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Project Activities and Deliverables beyond FY2007
In FY2008, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2008, we will take
advantage of two possible runs in the CLEO magnet by taking additional data with the
small-prototype.
We will be taking data with the large-prototype at DESY and, depending on the direction
of the LCTPC group, developing an endplate for the next phase of prototyping.
Total Project Budget, in then-year K$
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other Direct Costs
Total Direct Costs
Indirect Costs
Total direct and Indirect Costs

FY2007
0
0
4.000
4.000
.440
4.440
85.000
5.000
15.000
0
109.440
13.786
123.246

Budget, in then-year K$
Institution: Cornell University
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other Direct Costs
Total Direct Costs
Indirect Costs
Total direct and Indirect Costs
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FY2007
0
0
0
0
0
0
80.000
5.000
10.000
0
95.000
8.850
103.850

Budget Justification: Cornell University
The equipment budget provide for a substantial fraction of the costs associated with
building a precision endplate for the large prototype TPC. These include
commercial machining and coordinate measuring services.
Travel costs are for the shipment of endplates to DESY.
The material and supplies budget of $10K includes gas for the small TPC program
at Cornell as well as fixtures and trigger counters for the magnetic field run.
There are no indirect costs for capital materials. Materials and supplies and travel
have overhead applied at 59% in FY2007.
Budget, in then-year K$
Institution: Purdue University
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other Direct Costs
Total Direct Costs
Indirect Costs
Total direct and Indirect Costs

FY2007
0
0
4.000
4.000
.440
4.440
5.000
0
5.000
0
14.440
4.956
19.396

Budget Justification: Purdue University
Purdue is requesting support for undergraduate students with a total of
approximately 400 hours for the year. Undergraduate salaries have a fringe benefit
applied at a rate of 10.10%.
The materials and supplies budget, is for the purchase of MPGDs. These will be
used for modules for the small-prototype and the development of a design of
readout modules for the large-prototype endplate. The (capital) equipment budget is
for power supplies related to the testing of GEMs in the small-prototype.
There are no indirect costs for capital materials. Materials and supplies, student
salaries and fringe benefits have overhead applied at 52.5%.
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Project Overview
The University of Michigan group has a long-term interest in helping design and construct
the central tracking system for a linear collider detector. This interest is driven not by a
particular favorite technology, but by the critical importance of charged-particle tracking to
the physics processes we wish to investigate, which include Higgs production and decay, along
with certain Supersymmetric channels.
This project has two thrusts: 1) R&D for a silicon tracker alignment system based on
frequency-scanned interferometry; and 2) detailed simulation and evaluation of key physical processes that govern the design of the tracker. The research proposed here builds on
extensive work by our group in both areas. While the R&D work is most closely relevant to
the SiD detector, where silicon tracking will be pervasive, it is also relevant to the forward
angle silicon disks envisioned for the other proposed Linear Collider detectors. The simulation
work and benchmarking is relevant to all proposed detectors.
More detail is provided below under “Research Plan” and in the description of deliverables.
Broader Impacts
Riles has worked closely with undergraduates for many years, both in high energy physics
and in LIGO-related research. Three undergraduates (Tim Blass, Sven Nyberg and Euimin
Jung) have worked on the alignment R&D work described below. Nyberg has received partial
support from the NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Program. Five other
undergraduates, Jennifer Lindahl, Tim Bodiya, Phil Szepietowski, Peter Troyan, and Ramon
Armen, have worked with Riles in the same laboratory on LIGO-related research. There is
considerable cross-fertilization (and sharing of equipment!) between the two research teams
working on different interferometers on optical tables only five meters apart. Undergraduates
provide essential contributions to the PI’s research.
More generally, Riles has served for many years as a physics department adviser to majors, has
participated in high school recruiting programs, including helping organize Physics Olympiads
and rewriting a handbook for physics majors used in recruiting. As an adviser, he also meets
with most of the entering freshmen with calculus-based Advanced Placement Exam physics
1
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credit and advertises to them the opportunities open to physics majors. Riles has given
frequent presentations on frontier physics to a variety of student groups and delivered a pair
of “Saturday Morning Physics” lectures to the general public in spring 2005. These lectures
were videotaped for web archiving[1] and are shown repeatedly on a local community cable
television channel.
Results of Prior Research
Since 1998, we have contributed extensively to linear collider simulation studies, both in
technical tracking reconstruction issues and in evaluating physics analysis demands upon
tracker performance. Riles has served as a co-convener of the American linear collider central
tracking working group since 1998, sharing leadership responsibilities in different years with
Dean Karlen, John Jaros and Bruce Schumm.
Assistant Research Scientist Haijun Yang began linear collider studies in fall 2000. He has
carried out several related studies: 1) Studies of Higgs and Supersymmetry physics capability
and 2) influence of central tracking performance on Higgs and Supersymmetry physics. As
a member of the Higgs working group, he has evaluated the precision with which the Higgs
mass and cross section can be evaluated at 350 GeV and 500 GeV center of mass energies.
This study has used both the JAS fast Monte Carlo and the full simulation packages. Yang
has independently confirmed and improved upon preliminary findings by European groups
with the use of a more sophisticated and powerful fitting technique, based on Monte Carlo
event interpolation.
In parallel, Yang has examined the influence of central tracker parameters on the precision
of Higgs and slepton mass determination. In addition, he has assisted the SLAC simulations
group in comparing the tracker’s performance in full Monte Carlo simulations vs performance
in parametrized fast Monte Carlo simulations. He or Riles has given numerous presentations
on Higgs physics, Supersymmetry and tracking at various linear collider workshops[2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and at the Snowmass 2001 & 2005 meetings[15, 16, 17].
Yang’s studies of the Higgsstrahlung process found that previous baseline tracker designs in
the U.S. were close to where improved resolution does not yield comparable improvement
in Higgs recoil mass resolution, because of expected intrinsic beam energy spread in the Xband accelerator designs, but that further improvement could be attained with the smaller
beam energy spreads of S-band accelerators. More recent work on slepton and neutralinos[8]
indicated that in large regions of sparticle mass parameter space, measuring lepton spectrum
end-points to determine sparticle masses is less sensitive than was previously believed to
degraded momentum resolution[18]. A very recent study (to be presented at December 19,
2006 SiD Benchmarking Meeting[19]) by Yang indicates that one could detect the rare decay
H → µ+ µ− for MH = 120 GeV and that the detection significance improves significantly with
improved momentum resolution, but that branching ratio precision improves only modestly
with resolution improvement (for the nominal Standard Model expectation for the branching
ratio).
At the Stanford Linear Collider Workship in March 2005, Yang presented[12] updated studies of the Higgsstrahlung and slepton processes, incorporating new ILC beam parameters
with much smaller energy spread than had been used in earlier warm-technology simulations.
Consistent with earlier studies, he found[12] that with the smaller spread, one can gain significantly in Higgs mass precision with improved track momentum resolution over present
baseline detector designs. In contrast, slepton mass precisions benefit little from improved
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tracking resolution, thanks to intrinsic smearing from beammstrahlung and initial-state radiation, when uncertainty in the neutralino mass resolution is considered. In addition, Yang
presented a new study on the effects of improved momentum resolution on measurement of
Higgs branching ratios. As he had found earlier for Higgs cross section measurements, the
precisions of Higgs branching ratio measurements are quite insensitive to tracking resolution.
The unprecedented excellent track momentum resolutions contemplated for linear collider
detectors demand minimizing systematic uncertainties in subdetector relative alignments. At
the same time, there is a strong desire for a very low-material tracking system (see discussion
below). In the case of a silicon main tracker and in the case of silicon forward disks (envisioned
in all linear collider detector designs now on the table), the low material budget may lead
to a structure that is far from rigid. The short time scales on which alignment can change
(e.g., from beam-driven temperature fluctuations) probably preclude reliance on traditional
alignment schemes based on detected tracks, where it is assumed the alignment drifts slowly, if
at all, during the time required to accumulate sufficient statistics. A system that can monitor
alignment drifts “in real time” would be highly desirable in any precise tracker and probably
essential to an aggressive, low-material silicon tracker. The tradeoff one would make in the
future between low material budget and rigidity will depend critically upon what a feasible
alignment system permits.
During the last 3 21 years, we have investigated the capability of a novel precise alignment
scheme based on Frequency Scanned Interferometry (FSI), first developed by the Oxford
group for the Atlas Detector[20]. The FSI system incorporates multiple interferometers fed
by optical fibers from the same laser source, where the laser frequency is scanned and fringes
counted, to obtain a set of absolute lengths. In order to explore this technique, we have set up
a bench test in our laboratory at Michigan. We have purchased, installed and commissioned
the components of a self-contained FSI system that operates at optical wavelengths. These
components include a Newport RS4000 optical table, two New Focus Velocity 6308 tunable
lasers (λ = 665-675 nm – one laser is borrowed), a high-finesse (>200) Thorlabs SA200 F-P
Fabry-Perot spectral analyzer, a Faraday isolator, several photodiodes with amplifiers, a femtoWatt photoreceiver, retroreflectors (both prism and hollow), a National Instruments data
acquisition card with 4-channel analog/digital conversion, steerable mirrors, beamsplitters,
optical choppers, optical fibers, fiber couplers, a microscope for inspecting fibers, and an array
of thermistors.
With this apparatus, we have reached and extended the state of the art in precision distance
measurements at DC over distance scales of a meter under laboratory-controlled conditions.
We have attained precisions better than 100 nm, using a single tunable laser when environmental conditions are carefully controlled. Precisions under uncontrolled conditions (e.g.,
air currents, temperature fluctuations) were, however, an order of magnitude worse with the
single-laser measurements. Hence last year we commissioned a dual-laser FSI system (with a
2nd laser borrowed from New Focus) that employs optical choppers to alternate the beams
introduced to the interferometer by the optical fibers. By using lasers that scan over the same
wavelength range but in opposite directions during the same short time interval, we are able
to eliminate major systematic uncertainties, a technique pioneered by the Oxford ATLAS
group.
A number of significant technical complications had to be overcome in implementing the duallaser system, primarily the reduction by half of the light seen by the interferometer photodiode
from each chopped beam, the reduction of useful Fabry-Perot transmission peaks, and the
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difficulty in handling “edge effects” at chopped-beam transitions, all leading to increased
statistical uncertainties in FSI distance determinations, despite the decrease in systematic
uncertainties. With refinement of our beam-chopping method and with improved analysis
software, however, we were able to overcome these hurdles. As a result, we achieved precisions
of 200 nm under highly unfavorable conditions, using the dual-laser scanning technique. This
achievement marked a major milestone in our R&D plans[17]. Results from our alignment
studies have been presented by Yang or Riles at five linear collider workshops[9, 10, 11, 13, 14];
an article concerning our single-laser benchtop FSI appeared in Applied Optics[21]. An article
on the dual-laser results was recently submitted to Applied Optics[22].
The research and results described above have been partly supported by the following NSF
and DOE grants:
• NSF Grant PHY-9984997 “Electron-Positron Collider Physics,” 6/15/00-2/28/05,
$695,661 (L3 Experiment & Linear Collider)
• NSF Subcontract 43422-7323 (Cornell U.) “Tracker Simulation Studies and Alignment
System Research and Development,” 9/15/03-8/31/04, $9,702 (Linear Collider)
• DOE Grant DE FG02 04 ER41345 “Linear Collider Tracker Simulation Studies and
Alignment System R&D,” 9/1/04-8/31/05, $45,000 (Linear Collider)
• NSF Subgrant 206381B - 5.8 (U. Oregon) “Linear Collider Tracker Simulation Studies
and Alignment System R&D,” 8/15/05-8/31/07, $40,2500 + $50,500 (Linear Collider)
Research Plan
With the international decision on ILC technology[23] and efforts underway worldwide to
create conceptual design reports for at least two detectors (using large gaseous or silicon
central trackers), it is appropriate to narrow the focus of our work in two ways. In our
detector R&D, we are addressing overall detector constraints on alignment system design,
including detailed layout of sensors and lines of sight, along with the material budget. In
our simulation studies, we are confronting specific tracking system designs with ever more
realistic detector and event reconstruction imperfections.
1) Alignment System
Now that we have achieved several key milestones in our alignment research and development, using off-the-shelf commercial components, we are moving onto our next major goal,
miniaturization of the FSI optical components, as preparation for building a partial prototype of the alignment system. We are most concerned about the material and mounts for
the optical retroreflectors, since some of these components must be distributed well within
the fiducial volume of the tracking system. The Oxford ATLAS group is using aluminum
pellets which provide a simple robust solution for an LHC detector. For the ILC, however,
minimizing material is more critical than at the LHC, even for the discretely distributed
retroreflectors. Fortunately, the relatively low expected radiation doses in an ILC tracker
permit consideration of materials unsuitable for the LHC. We are attacking this R&D issue
on several fronts. We have bought and tested a variety of commercially available small plastic (gridded) optical retroreflectors, which we find to work well. We are also in discussion
with several rapid-prototyping companies on customized designs, and we have exploited an
on-campus (and cheap!) rapid-prototyping 3-D printing facility to fabricate coarse prototype
retroflectors with a variety of shapes, to gain experience in handling and coating components
of this size.
4
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In parallel, we wish to begin confronting the technical issues in constructing multiple interferometers fed by common lasers through an optical fiber fanout. We will need to purchase fiber
splitters and additional optical and photodiode components, along with more DAQ channels,
for these multiple interferometers. Once we have multiple fiber interferometers, we can verify
with a benchtop movable-stage test that 3-D reconstruction of positions of tracker element
mockups can be achieved.
For now, we have chosen to work with optical lasers and corresponding optical components.
For development of techniques on a benchtop, that choice has proven wise in dramatically
shortening the turn-around time on configuration changes, in allowing us to exploit existing
laser/optics infrastructure in our laboratory, and in fostering a safer work environment. In
the long term, however, in building a full alignment system for a Linear Collider Detector,
we expect signficant cost reductions to be possible by using mass-produced infrared lasers
and beam components, because of the prevalence of infrared devices, including scannable
lasers, in the telecommunications industry. Within the next two years, we expect to make a
decision on whether to continue working at optical frequencies or to switch to infrared. The
decision will depend not only on the relative speeds of commercial technology improvements
at those frequencies, but also on the status of the Linear Collider development itself and the
availability of funds to move to infrared technology. The faster the ILC effort moves, the
sooner we will have to confront this important technology decision. In any case, the optical
system appears to be a solid fallback solution.
It should also be noted that the methods we develop for central and forward tracker alignment
may also prove useful for a vertex detector, where again, there is a strong desire for thin
detector material that may be subject to short-term position fluctuations. Similarly, our
methods may prove useful for alignment monitoring of accelerator components far upstream
of the detector (e.g., in the main linacs). Given the natural wide distribution of accelerator
components vs a relatively compact tracker system, however, it’s not clear that a tracker
solution will be cost effective for the accelerator. In any case, we will stay cognizant of
vertex detector and accelerator needs and explore these possibilities, as the tracking alignment
system design evolves.
2) Simulation Studies
In the coming years we will continue our study of processes that can govern the performance
requirements of the tracking system. As we’ve shown previously[12], the slepton spectral
end-point analysis is less relevant than previously thought to tracking requirements, when
uncertainty in the neutralino mass is considered. Aside possibly from special regions of
parameter space (discussed below), slepton pair production doesn’t seem to govern track
momentum resolution requirements. We are now examining other processes, starting with
Higgsstrahlung with H → µ+ µ− . In a preliminary study we find[19] that this process can
be detected with nominal SiD tracking resolution for MH = 120 GeV, that the significance
of detection improves significantly with improved tracking resolution, but that the branching
ratio precision improves only modestly (for Standard Model couplings). We will study more
carefully the dependence on Higgs mass and assumed couplings. We also hope to find other
reactions that may govern track momentum resolution requirements.
A longstanding question in the Linear Collider Detector community is the importance of
material burden in the central tracking system. One naturally wishes to avoid introducing
unnecessary material in the tracker because it creates multiple scattering, affecting momentum resolution for low-momentum tracks, and because it leads to photon conversions and
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electron bremsstrahlung, causing confusion in event reconstruction. On the other hand, as
discussed above, going to the extreme of an ultra-lightweight silicon tracker, to avoid material
burden, invites mechanical support and alignment troubles. We wish to help quantify this
tradeoff. Our earlier work on slepton spectral endpoints indicates that one can, in fact, tolerate relatively large material in the tracker, but the not-yet-addressed case of nearly denerate
sparticle masses could lead to final states of very low momenta, where the effects of multiple
scattering are more pronounced. We will carry out further Supersymmetry studies with a eye
to this issue.
We also propose to carry out more realistic analysis studies of a variety of Higgs and Supersymmetric final states, using information from both the central tracking system and the calorimetery in the new detector designs. Yang has developed with colleagues on the Mini-Boone Experiment at Fermilab a new general-purpose analysis technique called “boosting,”[24] which
allows the effective use of a large number of input variables for signal/background discrimination. Unlike a neural net approach, boosting is highly deterministic (minimal dependence on
arbitrary starting parameters), fast, and able to make good use of many dozens of variables.
Yang and collaborators in the Mini-Boone Experiment[25] have recently shown that boosting
gives better than a 50% improvement in signal detection efficiency (fixed background fraction)
compared to a mature neural-net algorithm that had been developed over several years for
that experiment. We believe the boosting method can be applied quite effectively in Linear
Collider studies too. As a pioneer in applying the boosting method to high energy physics
data analysis, Yang is well positioned to implement this powerful new method.
Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources The University of Michigan provides strong
support for high energy physics reseearch. Within the last decade the University opened up a
new 70,000 square foot Physics Research Laboratory within which our group occupies a large
5-bay area. Our group has optical tables, a variety of lasers, and many optical components
(lenses, mirrors, polarizers, Faraday rotators, electro-optic modulators, photodiodes, etc,)
useful in interferometry. The department’s high energy physics electronics lab is a state-ofthe-art electronics facility, allowing in-house design of multi-layer printed circuit boards and of
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chips. Its facilities include regular and doubledensity, surface-mount assembly and test stands. The department maintains a machine shop
(and separate student shop) with computer-controlled machine tools. The department Computer Services Group provides maintenance support for Windows PC’s, for our group’s small
linux cluster, and for our high-speed access to the internet. Our College of Engineering also
has micro- and nano-fabrication facilities for prototyping. The Michigan High Energy Physics
group includes 15 faculty members working on accelerator-based experiments at CERN, Fermilab, DESY, and Protvino.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
We will continue tracker alignment R&D. Specifically, we will continue to quantify the robustness of the dual-laser FSI system against environmental disturbances. We will tackle in
parallel the key tasks of miniaturizing the optical components of the system and demonstration with multiple interferometers of 3-D position reconstruction. We will also come up with a
conceptual design of an alignment scheme for the new silicon detector baseline tracker design
and the silicon forward disk trackers for both the gaseous and silicon central trackers. We will
write a general simulation program that allows the performance evaluation of various layout
schemes. It is envisioned that hundreds of absolute length measurements between pairs of
6
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reference points would be used in a global fit to determine the local and global alignment
parameters of the tracking subsystems. Status reports will be presented at Linear Collider
Workshops and technical documents written.
During the next year we will also carry out simulation studies of any tracking performance
requirements imposed by measurements of slepton production, specifically imposed by desired
precision on sparticle masses in the near-degenerate realm and by other relevant processes,
including H → µ+ µ− . We will write a detailed technical report on our findings in which the
new gaseous and silicon tracker designs are compared quantitatively. Presentations will be
given at Linear Collider Workshops. Our work will focus on the SiD detector design, but we
expect to address gaseous detectors in part too.
Beyond FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
(For completeness and reference we summarize here our plans and resource needs beyond the
coming year, in preparation for upcoming technology decisions.)
We will complete a multi-interferometer, dual-laser demonstration FSI system on our benchtop to address remaining critical technology and methodology issues, with incorporation of
miniaturized optical components. Specifically, we must design and prototype tiny mounts for
optical fiber beam delivery and return, including beam splitters and retroreflectors. We will
take full advantage, however, of the considerable R&D already carried out by the ATLAS
FSI groups. An article describing this work will be submitted for publication to a refereed
journal (probabably Nuc. Inst. Meth.), and presentations will be made at Linear Collider
Workshops.
Simulation studies in future years will depend on our findings in the coming year, but concentration on more detailed studies of channels found to be key is likely. We will continue to
report on our findings and make presentations at Linear Collider Workshops.
We hope by the start of the next year to have a concrete design in hand for a full alignment
system and to have evaluated singly the primary issues affecting that design. At that point
we would wish to build a partial prototype of the system to test system integration issues, including the critical miniaturization. There is considerable uncertainty at this point, however,
since we may wish to switch at some point to infrared lasers, as discussed above. We assume
for now that we will not make that switch in the following year. A technical report will
be written on our design and prototyping work, and presentations made at Linear Collider
Workshops.
Budget justification:
In the following budget, we request half-time support for Assistant Research Scientist Haijun
Yang and part-time employment of two undergraduates. In addition, we request travel funds
for Riles and Yang to attend two Linear Collider Workshops per year. We also request funding
for laboratory equipment, specifically additional optical and electronic components needed for
the minaturization work and multichannel studies.
Third-year budget, in then-year K$
Institution: University of Michigan
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Item
Asst. Research Scientist (0.5)
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits (@35%)
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Total direct costs
Indirect costs (@53%)
Total direct and indirect costs

FY2007
26
8
34
12
46
10
6
2
64
34
98
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Project Overview
Silicon microstrip tracking is all but guaranteed to play an essential role in any detector
that will instrument an interaction region of the International Linear Collider (ILC).
Whether reconstructing the Higgs, or measuring supersymmetric masses, the capabilities
of the ILC machine place stringent demands on the precision of charged-particle
momentum reconstruction. Solid-state tracking is unparalleled in its ability to provide
precise space points for traversing minimum-ionizing tracks. This, combined with the
large areas associated with Linear Collider tracking systems, point to microstrip sensors
as a likely component of any Linear Collider detector [1]. Indeed, three current detector
concepts – GLD, LDC, and SiD – incorporate silicon microstrip systems with active
areas in excess of 105 cm2.
Thus, there is an urgent need to put forth designs for microstrip systems that can provide
excellent point definition and momentum resolution over the full range of momenta,
while instrumenting relatively large areas within the tracking volume. Since no existing
microstrip detector is optimized to do this, particularly for the unique environment of the
ILC, microstrip tracking development lies on the critical path of ILC detector R&D.
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This R&D hinges upon the development of readout systems (both analog and digital) that
take advantage of the characteristics of the ILC beam spill. Although the selection of
beam delivery parameters is not yet finalized, the beam is expected to be delivered in
roughly 1 msec spills of bunches that cross every 250-500 nsec, with spills repeating at 5
Hz.
This spill structure is rather beneficial for microstrip tracking. If the readout electronics
can settle within 1 msec after activation, a duty cycle of approximately 10-2 can be
achieved, eliminating the need for active cooling, and its associated complexity and
material burden. On the other hand, the relatively relaxed bunch spacing allows for the
use of long shaping-time electronics, with its attendant low-noise performance. This
allows, in turn, either for the instrumentation of long daisy-chained ladders of sensors,
eliminating complexity and material by minimizing the number of readout channels, or
for the achievement of ultra-fine point resolution with shorter ladders.
The goal of the microstrip R&D work being done at SCIPP (synergistically with other
SCIPP projects, as well as collaboratively within the international SiLC group, as
represented on this proposal with the collaboration of LPNHE Paris) is the development
of a prototype readout system optimized for a generic Linear Collider Detector. This
system would include the front-end analog amplification circuitry through the
discrimination and digitization steps, as well as data processing and buffering. We hope
to be able to provide a proof-of-principle of the complete system in a test beam run in
early 2008.
Also within the scope of this proposal is the continued contribution of the SCIPP/UCSC
group to ILC tracking simulation studies. Over the years, the SCIPP/UCSC group has
made significant contributions, relying in large measure on the participation of
undergraduate thesis students from the UCSC physics department. This simulation work
is geared primarily towards resolving issues fundamental to the SiD tracker design.
Increasingly, the SCIPP ILC group is incorporating its work within the broader SiLC
group, whose interest encompasses the gamut of silicon tracking applications for the ILC,
including both central and forward systems, as well as microstrip tracking layers that will
be ancillary to information provided by a large-volume TPC. The collaborating institute
on this proposal (LPNHE Paris) is the lead institute of the SiLC group; their appearance
on this proposal represents the mutual commitment of SCIPP and SiLC to continue and
enhance collaboration on R&D for ILC silicon microstrip tracking.
If built, the International Linear Collider would offer a vast potential for precise,
definitive tests of the Standard Model and the exploration of a wide range of possible
extensions to the Standard Model. The precision and reliability of the detector must meet
this challenge. Given this, there is a natural direction for silicon microstrip R&D: to
develop the capability to read out long sensor ladders (of 1-2 meters in length) with a
minimal number of electronic channels. The readout should also be designed to exploit
the ILC’s relaxed duty-cycle to avoid the material and complication associated with
active cooling of the readout system. In addition, the electronics should be versatile
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enough to provide an optimal solution for reading out shorter strips in the high-rate
environment encountered in the forward tracking system.
For the central tracking region, the ILC/SiD tracking group at SLAC (with collaborators
at Oregon, BNL and FNAL) has proposed an alternative to this natural approach – tiling
the region with short (10cm) sensor ladders – that may offer an advantage in pattern
recognition due to the increased segmentation in the direction parallel to the beamline.
This approach presents numerous challenges, such as the development of a lightweight
support structure that can position the short modules with sufficient accuracy, and a
readout system with low enough mass to avoid compromising the tracker and calorimeter
performance. An aggressive program is underway at SLAC to demonstrate that this can
be done without sacrificing the accuracy and economy promised by the long-ladder
approach; software studies are also being done within SiD (to which SCIPP is
contributing, and which comprise a portion of this proposal) that will explore the need for
this increased segmentation.
For all three of these applications – long or short ladders in the low-rate central tracking
environment, or short ladders in the high-rate forward tracking region – we believe that
our LSTFE (Long Shaping Time Front-End) chip to be an essential development path for
the ILC community, and one that should be pursued with highest priority. The reasons for
this are as follows.
The SCIPP LSTFE effort is based on the philosophy of developing an efficient
amplification and digitization scheme that provides only the information warranted by the
readout of microstrip sensors employed by an ILC detector. The LSTFE design is
rigorously optimized for ILC microstrip readout, making use of the results from a
complete simulation of the collection, amplification, digitization, and reconstruction
chain. Following a low noise pre-amplifier and µsec-scale shaper, the signal is evaluated
by two comparators – one with a high threshold to suppress noise hits, and the second
with a lower threshold to provide pulse-integral information in the region surrounding a
high-threshold crossing. The gain of the amplification stages is high, with pulse height
(but not integral) saturating between two and four times minimum ionizing. In this way,
the application of the high and low thresholds is made insensitive to irreducible channelto-channel variations. Analog information (up to over 100 times minimum ionizing) is
provided by time-over-threshold from the second comparator – an effectively logarithmic
response that emphasizes the minimum-ionizing region for which the reconstruction of an
accurate centroid is necessary to provide a point resolution of better than 7 µm. Studies
done with the pulse-development and readout simulation suggest that, due to the intrinsic
limitations of the charge deposition process, no usable information is lost by this timeover-threshold approach, and the 7 µm goal can be achieved (see Figure 1).
The use of time-over-threshold offers a number of critical advantages over full analog-todigital conversion. The chip’s proposed digital architecture (currently implemented in
basic form on FPGA’s at SCIPP) allows for the accumulation of time-over-threshold
information in real time, eliminating the need for buffering. Thus, the LSTFE approach
will allow for operation at arbitrarily high data rates with close to single-bucket timing,
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an essential feature for forward-tracking applications. In addition, the dual-comparator
time-over-threshold solution is elegant, avoiding a great deal of complexity. As a result,
substantial headway has been made with the initial design of the LSTFE, and we appear
to be well on our way to producing a chip that will have all the required functionality
needed for the optimal readout of ILC detector microstrips. The relative simplicity of the
LSTFE design is also advantageous for the kilo-channel ASIC application envisioned in
the SLAC tracker design, for which the issue of channel yield will be of central
importance.
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S

RMS

Gaussian

Gaussian

Figure 1: Resolution for 167cm- and 132cm-long 50 µm pitch ladders, as a function of the lowcomparator threshold setting, from the SCIPP pulse development simulation.

For central tracking, the LSTFE approach is applicable to both long- and short-ladder
designs (with a minor change in the amplification and shaping parameters). Should the
SLAC effort to develop sensors, servicing, and mechanical support for a short-ladder
design show that to be an attractive approach, a natural point of collaboration would
arise: using the LSTFE channel design in a kilo-channel chip with bump-bond channel
contacts, producing an optimized detector/readout module appropriate for any region of
the detector. Should long ladders be thought a better option for central tracking, the
LSTFE chip will again provide an optimal approach to reading out the sensors.
The block design of the LSTFE prototype chip is shown in Figure 2. To maximize
sensitivity for minimum-ionizing pulses, the preamplifier begins to saturate for pulse
heights above twice minimum ionizing. For larger pulses, the “Ramp Control” circuitry
acts to pull the signal out of saturation after an elapsed period that is roughly proportional
to the logarithm of the pulse height, providing pulse-height resolution adequate for dE/dX
measurements of adequate accuracy for the steeply-varying 1/β2 regime.
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After the preamp and shaper stages, the amplified signal is brought in parallel to two
identical comparators, one that imposes a high threshold (to limit occupancy), and the
other a low threshold (to accumulate pulse-integral information). The comparator
sampling rate will be controlled by a clock with a period of between one-tenth and onethird the shaping time (200-400 nsec), depending on the chosen shaping time. Low
threshold crossings will only be identified and recorded if they are within two channels of
a channel that has undergone a high-threshold crossing within a time window that is
within three σt of the high-threshold crossing, where σt is the temporal resolution of the
low-threshold comparator.

Figure 2: Block design of the LSTFE prototype chip.

Finally, switching circuitry (“Power On”) is designed to toggle the chip from an active
state to an isolated dormant state that reduces power consumption from approximately
750 µW to 0.5 µW per channel, effectively eliminating the chip’s power consumption
during the dormant phase. The circuitry is designed to reach stable operation within 1 ms
of toggling back into the active state.
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Status Report
Substantial progress has been made to date on the LSTFE design. Over the 2006 fiscal
year, the LSTFE-1 prototype has been available for testing, and many of the design
features, including the projected noise performance, have been demonstrated. Results are
repeatable, with three LSTFE boards currently performing at this level. We have learned
much from the LSTFE-1 prototype, and expect to submit a correspondingly modified
LSTFE-2 chip in early 2007, which should then hope to exercise in a testbeam run in
early 2008.

Figure 3: Noise in equivalent electrons vs. load capacitance, as extracted from comparator
excitation data. The purple dotted line represents the expectation used in the pulse-development
simulation, while the dashed green line represents the load associated with a 100cm ladder. The
fit to data (black line) yields σn = 375 + 8.9*C

Initial tests of the LSTFE-1 revealed environmental sensitivity that introduced noise 2-3
times higher than expectations. This additional noise was traced to a sensitivity to powersupply ripple, and has been attenuated using filtering toroids on external power lines.
This sensitivity has been modeled in simulation, and eliminated for the LSTFE-2 design
by the addition of additional buffering. With the use of toroids for the LSTFE-1 system,
measurements of the comparator efficiency as a function of threshold level indicated that
the noise at the comparator is gaussian, as expected from the white noise generated by the
preamplifier transistor. Figure 3 shows the measured noise performance as a function of
the capacitive load applied to the channel input, compared to the expectation (dotted
purple line) on which our pulse-development simulation was based. The measured noise
performance of
σn = 375 + 8.9*C
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in equivalent electrons, with the capacitance C in pF, is roughly 20% better than
expectations for C = 130 pF, the capacitive load associated with a ladder of 1 meter
length.
We have tested the dual-comparator channel readout, and found that the behavior of the
two comparator channels is fully independent, with no discernable cross-talk from the
low-threshold comparator into the high-threshold comparator for a given channel.

Power Control

Preamp Response

Shaper Response

Figure 4: Switch-on time for the preamp and shaper circuitry for case where leakage-cancellation
current (approximately 800 pA) is applied to the preamp input. The preamp and shaper are
biased, and exhibit full gain, at the point that the traces return to baseline, approximately 900 µs
after the downward transition on the control line.

An essential feature of the LSTFE design, necessary to avoid unnecessary power
consumption and the need for active cooling of the tracker, is fast power-switching. The
approach employed for the LSTFE-1 prototype involved isolating the power-on bias
levels during the power-down part of the power cycle, thus reducing to 1 msec or less the
time required to restore the power-on bias levels. For the LSTFE-1 prototype, leakage
currents (presumably through the protection diodes at each channel’s input) compromise
this isolation, leading to switch-on times of between 20-40 msec, which would
correspond to a 5-10 times power savings for the 5 Hz operation of the ILC. However,
the injections of a small (less than 1 nA) current into the front-end can be used to cancel
the protection diode leakage, leading to switch-on times of less than 1 msec, and a power
savings of 99% (see Figure 4). Excitation of the chip with a minimum-ionizing scale
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calibration pulse shows that the chip is fully functional at the point at which the shaper
response has returned to baseline, approximately 900 µsec after switch-on. Based on
these results, the LSTFE-2 design will incorporate a low-power active feedback that
maintains the power-on bias levels during the power-off stage, thus achieving the better
than 1 msec switch-on time achieved in the test of Figure 4.
One concern with the progression to ever-smaller feature sizes is the accuracy of channelto-channel matching, which degrades as surface geometrical tolerances become an everlarger fraction of the total component area. Of particular concern to tracking devices,
which need to suppress backgrounds to minimum-ionizing signals, is the consistency of
the effective comparator threshold from across the channels of the chip. By employing a
high gain, the LSTFE design hopes to avoid degradation of the noise-suppression
capability of the readout, or the need to develop a system to control individual channel
thresholds. Initial studies, with the limited statistics of the outputs of the32 comparators
of a two LSTFE chips, show an rms offset variation of less than 10 mV. At a gain of 150
mV/fC, this corresponds to an effective threshold-level variation of better than 6%, or
about _ of the expected white noise contribution, for a comparator setting of 1.2 fC. This,
combined with an observed gain variation of approximately 1% for the same 32 channels,
indicates that the current design is in good shape with respect to channel-to-channel
matching. Nonetheless, we have identified one or two ideas to explore to further reduce
the effective noise contribution from channel-to-channel variation, and are exploring
these for the LSTFE-2 submission.

Figure 5: Long ladder construction at SCIPP. At left is a 120cm ladder constructed by daisychaining four 40cm modules. The mechanical connection between 40cm modules is shown in the
two photographs at right.
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Another critical step in the development of a long-ladder prototype, as our attention
begins to shift from individual chip performance towards overall system issues, is the
operation and readout of an actual silicon microstrip ladder. SCIPP staff have constructed
a modular long-ladder system, show in Figure 5. Using eight-channel “cut-off” sensors
from the GLAST production, we have developed 40-cm (four-sensor) modules, with
mechanical connectors that allow four-sensor module assemblies to be added or removed
without the need to place the unwieldy assembly on a bonding machine.
To date, studies with the long-ladder modules have been restricted to a single 40cm
ladder, representing approximately 50 pF of capacitive load. With this spatially-extended
load, we are observing approximately 30% larger noise than when the readout channel is
loaded with a discreet 50 pF capacitor at its input. We are beginning a series of studies
designed to characterize this extra noise: it may be due to sensor effects (Johnson noise
from the bias resistors and/or shot noise from leakage currents), an inadequate grounding
scheme, or to electrostatic or radio frequency pickup. In any regard, we hope to emerge
from these studies with a much better understanding of what it takes to operate long
ladders with long shaping-time readout in a realistic environment – an important generic
issue for ILC microstrip R&D.
Finally, we are active in the simulation of the SiD detector. Over the past year or two,
Schumm has been working with UCSC undergraduate senior thesis students to
understand the capability of the baseline SiD design for reconstructing tracks that begin
outside the innermost layers of the vertex detector. This group has made use of code
originally written by Tim Nelson at SLAC that used only the five central tracking layers
to find prompt tracks in the event that the vertex detector is not operational. The UCSC
group has adapted this code to look for non-prompt tracks in the sample of hits left over
after the hits on the tracks found by the vertex-detector seeded track reconstruction have
been removed. Preliminarily, the group has found that requiring such reconstructed tracks
to have five hits is necessary to avoid undue contributions from random hit combinations.
Since the five-hit requirement eliminates all tracks that originate outside the 20cm radius
of the inner layer of the central tracker, this algorithm is only about 40% efficient at
reconstructing non-prompt tracks. This study has assumed no z-segmentation of the SiD
central tracker; we are now further modifying the algorithm to incorporate segmentation,
in order to see if the purity of four-hit tracks can be improved enough to make them
useful. We also hope to begin exploring the advantage of adding in calorimeter-seeded
tracks, beginning with the reconstruction code developed at Kansas State that uses
calorimeter stubs to seed the search for K0L.
During the remainder of FY2006, which began approximately three months prior to the
writing of this proposal, the readout development will begin to focus on preparation for a
testbeam run that would take place in early 2008. The LSTFE-2 chip will be designed
with 128 channels, with a pad geometry that will allow for its use in a testbeam
prototype. We expect to submit this chip by February 2007, and to begin testing it in late
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March. Meanwhile, we will begin the construction of a prototype long (~1 meter) ladder
of sensors appropriate for exploring the long shaping-time, precise resolution
requirements of the ILC tracker. We are currently discussing with the SiLC (international
Silicon for the Linear Collider) group how this ladder can serve as a generic apparatus for
the 2008 testbeam run, for which we hope to participate as one of several groups taking
part in a collaborative SiLC testbeam run at CERN or FNAL. With the SiLC group, we
will develop a set of specifications that will allow groups interested in microstrip readout
to make use of the ladder. Similarly, we will tailor our back-end digital readout to
specifications developed by the SiLC data acquisition group. Construction of this long
ladder, and preparation for the testbeam run, should begin in FY2006 and extend into the
period of activity of the current (FY2007) proposal.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
There will be two main activities in FY2007: preparation for and execution of the first
testbeam run in early 2008, and then the development of the final (LSTFE-3) prototype.
Principal Investigator Schumm will also continue to work with UCSC undergraduates to
explore the pattern-recognition capabilities of the SiD tracker.
The first four months of the grant period (September through December, 2007) will be
devoted primarily to the preparation of the long ladder for the testbeam run, as well as the
integration of the LSTFE-2 into the SiLC common data acquisition system. The
mechanical design and construction will be lead by technician Forest MartinezMcKinney, who developed and built the test-bench ladder shown in Figure 5. Electrical
technician Max Wilder will also be needed to provide help with the integration of the
electronics and data acquisition interface.
For much of the data acquisition work, organization of the testbeam run itself, and
analysis of the testbeam data, we will rely on Assistant Project Scientist Vitaliy Fadayev,
a recent addition to the SCIPP staff who gained extensive experience in the development
of micrsotrip readout and data acquisition during his recent postdoctoral years at LBNL.
Fadayev is currently leading the LSTFE testing effort, and his contributions have been
integral to the progress reported so far.
In early 2008, the group will send two members to either Fermilab or CERN (depending
on the location of the SiLC testbeam run) for one to two weeks to participate in the test
run. Fadayev and either Schumm or Martinez-McKinney (depending on SiLC needs) will
travel to the testbeam run. Analysis of testbeam data will proceed throughout the winter
of 2008, led by Fadayev and Schumm, and most likely involving one or two
undergraduate thesis students (sophomore Luke Kelley has recently joined the group for
this purpose, and is beginning to work with the pulse-development simulation in
preparation for a contribution to the testbeam data analysis next sping). The primary
goals of the testbeam run will be to show that the LSTFE readout approach can do single
minimum-ionizing particle detection, with appropriate (2x10-2 or better) zero-
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suppression, while achieving a point-resolution of better than 10 µm for incident angles
of 45 degrees or less.
Based on experience gained from the testbeam run, including both operational experience
as well as the results of the testbeam data analysis, we will begin the design of the final
(LSTFE-3) prototype chip. In addition to addressing any design deficiencies that may be
identified from the preparation, execution, and analysis of the testbeam run, we will
conduct a final optimization of the chip’s performance specifications. In particular, the
current optimization is focused on the use of the chip to read out long ladders in the
central region. The next step to be addressed in the design of the LSTFE chip may be to
produce a version optimized for the readout of shorter forward-tracking ladders, which
would benefit from a somewhat shorter shaping time to provide more precise timing
resolution as well as the maximize the rate capability of the chip.
Thus, we propose the follow deliverables for the funded period (2007-2008):
• An LSTFE prototype, with 1 msec power-switching capability, suitable for use in a
testbeam run
• A long (~ 1m) ladder, to be used as a generic test facility for SiLC electronics
development studies
• Participation in a testbeam run, and demonstration of minimum-ionizing detection
capabilities, with point resolution of better than 10 µm for any incident angle.
• Progress on development of the final LSTFE prototype, optimized for forward
tracking if appropriate.

Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007

There remains a clear R&D path beyond the testbeam activity of FY2007, although
it will almost certainly be in the context of a closer cooperation with the SiLC group
and its overall goals of developing microstrip instrumentation for the various ILC
detector designs, including of course SiD. Although discussions within SiLC have
not gone beyond the 2007-2008 testbeam effort, if a detector TDR (or several
TDR’s) are to be generated by 2011, a number of critical areas that will require
progress will likely remain wholly unaddressed by the end of 2007-2008. These
issues are largely associated with the integration of the sensors and readout into the
full system, and include power distribution, shielding schemes, and data
transmission. The latter of these items is particularly closely coupled to the readout
scheme, and would be a natural place for SCIPP to contribute. Initial discussions
with engineering faculty who are part of SCIPP suggest that the development of
burst-mode optoelectronic transmission components would be quite feasible in
collaboration with faculty in the Electrical Engineering Department, which has a
particular expertise in optoelectronics, as well as a direct connection with SCIPP
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(two engineering faculty, both with extensive backgrounds in optoelectonics, are on
the SCIPP roster).
Another area that will require further development is the digital architecture, currently
designed but not yet implemented. It was our hope to deliver this, along with the analog
front-end, at the time of the testbeam run, but the level of effort permitted by our
requested funding level will probably not permit this. Developing the digital protocols on
an FPGA will probably require about 6 months time from a postdoc or 4 months time
from Vitaliy Fadayev; transferring this protocol onto the front-end ASIC will probably
require another few months of engineering time as well as another fabrication run.
Perhaps most importantly though, after the testbeam run of 2008, we envision a second
optimization of the LSTFE chip, very likely with an eye towards forward tracking. The
changes to the version optimized for central tracking would not be major: reducing the
shaping time to be commensurate with the strip lengths chosen for the various systems,
and making the return-to-baseline as short as possible to maximize the data-rate
capabilities of the readout. The fabrication of this re-optimized chip would be combined
with the migration of the digital architecture from an external FPGA onto the front-end
ASIC, so for now we only envision one more LSTFE prototyping fabrication beyond
2008 (we also envision two prototyping runs of the optoelectronic readout chip).
Budgets
Total Project Budget, in then-year k$
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct
and indirect costs

FY2007
36
0
0
36
9
45
0
7
5
0
57
29
86
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Budget justification
Although we engage several undergraduates in the LSTFE development work, and intend
to continue to do so, they do so in pursuit of their senior thesis requirement, and do not
require support. In addition, we do not ask for funding for lead engineer Ned Spencer, as
we will be making use of independent, unrestricted funding from our main (“Task A”)
DOE grant. Postdoctoral fellows Kroseberg and Wang work primarily on BaBar, and will
only spend a fraction of their time on ICL R&D, and thus are funded from the TASK A
grant. The funding requested here is primarily to support staff that will be instrumental to
the success of the project: technicians Forest Martinez-McKinney and Max Wilder, and
project scientist Vitaliy Fadeyev. All three of these have extensive experience in the
development and deployment of microstrip readout systems, and will essential to
reaching the milestones set forth just above. In addition, we will require support ($6500)
for travel and lodging for the 2008 SiLC test beam run, as well as a materials and supply
budget ($5500) for the components that we will bring to the run. Preparing for and
executing the testbeam run within this budget will require substantial collaboration with
the broader SiLC effort; these discussions are now getting underway.
As indicated above, the portion of the requested $86,000 that is requested for fringe
benefits is approximately $9,000. Fringe benefit rates vary between 23.3% and 26.1% of
base compensation, depending on the position. Indirect costs, at a rate of 51.0%, amount
to approximately $29,000.
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STATUS REPORT
Continuation of Reconstruction Studies for the
SiD Barrel Outer Tracker
December 15, 2006
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding
Frederic Blanc, Stephen R. Wagner - University of Colorado, Boulder
Collaborators
None at current time
Project Leader
Stephen R. Wagner
stevew@pizero.colorado.edu
(303) 735-6072
Project Overview
Further development of tracking code for SiD Barrel and Endcap Outer Tracker. Finish
development of simple (Kalman) fitter to properly take into account material scattering in
detector, and compare with results from existing weight-matrix and helix fitters. Incorporate
elements of light-weight Kalman fitter into pattern recognition studies, and produce and
support SiD barrel and endcap reconstruction packages that inter-operate with the other
standard classes and packages to produce tracks which can be used by other groups for
detector optimization and physics justification studies. Contribute to the improvement of
base tracking classes in org.lcsim, the Java/JAS-based Monte Carlo (MC) reconstruction
package, to make them more functional for tracking developers and those doing detailed
physics analysis studies. Bring experience gained working on CMS tracking detector to SiD
track reconstruction, as the detectors and problems faced are very similar.
Status Report
Wagner’s FY06 activities related to this project:
• Participant and member of Organizing Committee, American Linear Collider Physics
Group Detector Simulation Workshop at University of Colorado, January 9-11, 2006.
• Migrated track finding and fitting code in org.lcsim from 2D circle tracks to full 3D
helix tracks.
• Attended SiD Detector Workshop Oct 26-28, 2006 at SLAC; presented brief status report
at tracking/vertexing parallel session.
1
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Blanc’s FY06 activities related to the project:
• Attended the American Linear Collider Physics Group Detector Simulation Workshop
at University of Colorado, January 9-11, 2006.
• Attended the Vancouver Linear Collider Workshop, July 19-22, 2006. Presented the
status of the track finding (SODTrackFinder) and track fitting (KFFitter) packages.
Blanc was awarded a VLCW06 Fellowship for young scientists which helped pay a portion
of his travel costs.
• Finished porting the track finding code (SODTrackFinder) to the JAS3/org.lcsim
framework, and made it available to other user through the CVS repository.
• Started the development of a track fitting code using the Kalman Filter technique. This
code is now able to reproduce the results of a helix fit by ignoring the effects of the
detector material.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the fitted transverse momentum p T from a helix fit to the
track reconstructed with the SODTrackFinder package. The data are from 10 GeV/c
single-track pion Monte-Carlo generated with the sidaug05 detector configuration.
This plot and subsequent ones were made in the JAS3 framework.
The porting of the existing track finder in the outer barrel, SODTrackFinder, to the org.lcsim
framework was finished in FY06. The performance of the code was tested on data generated for the Silicon Detector August 2005 (Snowmass) 2 milliradian version of the detector
(sidaug05). These studies showed the high efficiency of the hit-adding algorithm. Over 99.9%
of the tracks with pT > 5GeV/c are reconstructed with at least 9 hits in 10 layers. At
pT = 2GeV/c, the efficiency is reduced to 99.3%, due to the effect of increased curvature of
the tracks.
In physics 2-jet events, the efficiency for reconstructing randomly embedded Z 0 → µ+ µ−
decays is 99.5%, and is reduced to 97% when the muon tracks are near the center of the
2
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jet. The latter reduction is believed to be due to the embedding technique and is subject of
further investigation.
Since the code to find tracks solely in the pixel vertex detector in org.lcsim is not yet complete
(Rich Partridge is porting this code), Blanc wrote a package to find these tracks using Monte
Carlo truth (but using the smeared hits). This package puts a list of standard org.lcsim
tracks into the event, so it can trivially be changed out to use the realistic finding package
once that is available, with no changes required to subsequent code.
With these tracks which include the z information provided by the pixel-based vertex detectors, Wagner upgraded the 2D circle finding and fitting code in SODTrackFinder to a full 3D
helix fit. The purpose of the helix fit is to provide the Kalman Filter fitter with reasonable
initial parameters describing the particle trajectory. Blanc and Wagner applied a series of test
to the helix fitter to evaluate resolution effects. A resolution ∆p T /pT ≈ 0.2% is found for the
measured transverse momentum in tracks generated in the range 2 − 20GeV/c (see Fig. 1).
It is also found that the bias between the measured and generated value of p T is less than
0.1%. The resolution for other track parameters (distance of closest approach, dip angle, and
z0 ) was also measured. The distributions of the fitted z 0 and tan(λ) parameters are shown
in Fig. 2 for 10 GeV/c single-track events generated with tan(λ) = 0. Blanc presented the
results of these studies at the Vancouver Linear Collider Workshop (July 2006), as well as
intermediate status reports at SiD Tracking and Simulation meetings.
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Figure 2: Distributions of the fitted z 0 (left) and tan(λ) (right) from a helix fit to the
track reconstructed with the SODTrackFinder package. The r.m.s. resolutions are
5.5 µm for z0 and 155 µrad for the dip angle (tan λ). The data are from 10 GeV/c
single-track pion Monte-Carlo generated with the sidaug05 detector configuration.
The SODTrackFinder package has been made available to other users through the CVS repository. Feedback from the other groups who have checked it out and used it has resulted in
improvements to the code.
In presence of a uniform magnetic field, charge particle trajectories in vacuum are described
by a helix. In a particle detector, however, the trajectory is modified from its ideal helix
representation due to energy loss and multiple scattering in the matter of the detector, as
3
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well as to irregularities in the magnetic field. These effects can be optimally accounted for
with the Kalman Filter technique [1, 2].
Blanc has developed a new package, KFFitter, designed to implement a Kalman Filter for
fitting particle trajectories in the SiD detector. The Maven code management software was
used as development tool, and the code was tested both with command line calls and with
JAS3 to produce diagnostic figures. The code is based on a modular and flexible implementation inspired by the Kalman-based fitter used in the BABAR experiment [3]. Tracks are
defined as collections of sites, which may be any combination of measurement, material, and
magnetic field irregularity locations. The Kalman Filter is applied by propagating the track
fit parameters from one site to the next, and each site’s properties are used in the refinement
of the parameters. The track propagation is done in both directions from and toward the production point of the particle. The optimum track parameters are obtained from the average
of the inward and outward fits.
In the current implementation of KFFitter, only measurement sites are being used while
matter effects are ignored. One of the top priorities for future developments is to include the
effects of material and, if needed, of the magnetic field variations. Without accounting for
material interactions, the performance of the Kalman Filter is expected to be comparable to
that of the helix fit. This was tested on 20 GeV/c single-track Monte Carlo. The results are
illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the fitted p T with the helix and Kalman Filter fitters. The
high correlation between the helix and Kalman Filter parameters is illustrated for the transverse momentum in Fig. 4, demonstrating that the Kalman Filter code is working properly.
The approximately 14 MeV/c bias (0.07%) present in both fitters is likely due to the neglect
of material effects. This bias is expected to vanish when the material effects will be properly
accounted for in the Kalman Filter.
A preliminary version of the KFFitter package has been submitted to the contribution area of
the CVS repository, and is available for other groups to use. Feedback from users is expected
to contribute to a rapid convergence toward a stable and efficient fitter.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
We will finish the work needed to use the SODTrackFinder hit-adding code on tracks going
through the forward disks of the outer detector.
We plan to continue to develop the track fitting package KFFitter to include material and
geometrical characteristics of the detector. The packages will be tested on physics events.
Performance factors such as efficiency, resolution and speed will be used to design improvements to the code. Ultimately, the Kalman Filter and the track finder will be combined to
reconstruct tracks faster and more efficiently.
We will participate in final optimization of SiD detector for LOI/TDR using tools we develop,
and we will continue to support others using these tools.
The work done on SODTrackFinder and KFFitter has utilized the simplified detector geometry used in GEANT4 Monte Carlo studies so far (such as the sidaug05 detector). Recently
4
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Kalman Filter
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Figure 3: Distribution of the fitted transverse momentum p T from a helix fit (left)
and from a Kalman Filter fit (right). The fractional r.m.s. resolutions are 0.15%
and 0.14%, respectively. The data are from 20 GeV/c single-track pion Monte-Carlo
generated with the sidaug05 detector configuration.
a much more detailed detector description has become available through the work of Tim
Nelson and Jeremy McCormick at SLAC. While this geometry will most likely be used to
fine-tune the simplified detector geometry used in most SiD Monte Carlo studies, if this becomes the preferred way to do physics Monte Carlo studies we will migrate our code to this
geometry as best as time allows.
Budget justification: University of Colorado, Boulder
The majority of the FY05 and FY06 funding ($27K and $31K, respectively) spent or obligated
so far goes to pay the salary of Blanc for the fraction of his time he working on the LCDRD
project, and to cover the travel expenses of Wagner and Blanc for this activity.
The majority of the funding being requested is for half of a post-doc’s salary for FY07. It is
expected the remander of this post-doc’s salary will come from the CU base DOE grant (as is
the case with Blanc now), and that they will spend the remander of their time on one of that
grant’s funded projects (most probably CMS, but possibly BaBar or the neutrino program).
There is also a line to hire one undergraduate (at a time) for 10 hours/week during the
school years and 40 hours/week during the summers. While we would like to get more
undergraduates involved, we assume any additional ones will be funded through the CU
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP).
The Equipment funds are to provide desktop computing for those working on this project.
The Travel request assumes one US conference or workshop and one foreign conference, and
includes the travel of the the Project Leader for the work proposed.
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Helix vs Kalman Filter
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Figure 4: Distribution of the transverse momentum p T of tracks fitted with a helix
parametrization (vertical) versus the p T obtained from a Kalman Filter fit (horizontal). The data are from 20 GeV/c single-track pion Monte-Carlo generated with the
sidaug05 detector configuration.
Benefits are calculated at 25.0% of salary for the post-doc and 0.9% for the undergraduate,
and indirect costs are calculated at 49% of direct costs. These rates are those used in the CU
base grant.
One-year (FY07) budget
Institution: University of Colorado, Boulder
Item
Post-Doctoral Research Associate
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct and indirect costs
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STATUS REPORT
Calorimeter-assisted Tracking for Particle Flow and Reconstruction of Long-lived Particles with the SiD Detector
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding T. Bolton1 , D. Onoprienko1 , E. von
Toerne1,2
1 Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS
2 Bonn University, Germany (no funds are requested for Bonn University)

Collaborators Collaborators
M. Demarteau et al., FNAL
N. Graf et al., SLAC
U. Mallik et al., University of Iowa
Collaborating personnel will work on the project but are not requesting funding here.
Project Leader E. von Toerne
evt@fnal.gov
(785)532 1644
Project Overview The high energy physics group at Kansas State University participates in
the Silicon Detector (SiD) design study [2]. The SiD has excellent prospects for the application
of particle flow algorithms, resulting in improved energy and momentum measurements.
One interesting aspect relevant for the SiD design is the reconstruction of long-lived particles,
such as KS0 and Λ0 . Inside-to-outside tracking algorithms for the SiD require at least 3
Vertex detector hits that are usually absent on tracks from the decays of long-lived particles.
Outside-to-inside algortihms that rely on the tracker alone are expected to have little impact
if the SiD tracker will be axial-only.
Our algoritmm, the Garfield trackfinder package, has been written for the specific purpose of
reconstructing long-lived particles in the context of the SiD detector.
We reconstruct tracks by using ECAL clusters (MIP-stubs) as seeds for tracks which are
then extrapolated into the tracker volume. The advantage compared to solely tracker based
outside-to-inside algorithms is obvious since the Electromganetic calorimeter for SiD will be
finely semgmented with a large number of layers (∼30). So the ECAL alone gives a fair
track seed. The cluster provides the track’s endpoint and the track direction at that point.
The algorithm extrapolates the track into the tracking volume and assigns tracker hits to the
track. The algorithm constitutes a full outside-to-inside tracking algorithm that complements
the standard (inside-to-outside) tracking algorithm. Further information can be found here
[3]). Figure 1 shows a reconstructed KS0 decay in a top-pair event at 500 GeV center-of-mass
energy.

1
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Figure 1: Simulated KS0 → π + π − decay in a top-pair event at 500 GeV center-

of-mass energy. The KS0 decay vertex is located in the 4 o’clock position. the
first and second outer tracker layer. Left: Event Display showing the tracks from
the KS0 decay and some other tracks reconstructed with the Garfield algorithm.
Right: Event Display showing all charged particles.

Status Report
Status of the algorithm A proof-of-principle version was completed in the summer of
2004 and was presented at the ALCPG meeting in Victoria and at several other occasions
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. A recent update was given at the SiD workshop at SLAC and also at
DPF2006[10, 11].
The algorithm is comprised of about 5,000 lines of code and has been implemented for some
time as part of the standard java-based reconstruction software (org.lcsim). Our code is
available through CVS and through the package’s homepage [12].
Recent work went into improving our code which is part of the org-lcsim package1 In earlier
versions the yield of reconstructed KS0 → π + π − was not yet satisfactory in multi-hadronic
events such a tt̄ events with up to 6 jets. In 2006 we gave highest priority to this issue and
postponed some of the physics reach studies to FY07. The low efficieny issue is now resolved
and we obtain reasonable reconstruction efficiencies in ’busy’ events. The code has been
submitted to CVS and is ready for particle flow applications.
Improvements were made in three ways.
1. Cleaner hit lists. We designed our algortihm to run after the standard tracking algorithm which will use vertex detector seeds, and that our tracking would run on hits not
1

Org-lcsim is the LCIO compliant version of the java-based ILC software.
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yet assigned to tracks. When we ported our code to org.lcsim we were the first tracking
algorithm and for some time we ran on the full hit lists with dismal consequences for
the performance.
Since the available inside-to-outside tracking algorithms for org.lcsim were either not
committed to the CVS repository or not fully completed, we finally decided to write
a track cheater package (a Monte Carlo-truth-based algorithm) as a replacement for
standard tracking. The cheater algorithm identifies tracks which originate from within 3
cm from the beam axis and have at least 3 vertex detector hits. We would like to point
out that this is the only part of our package that uses MC truth, that this function is not
a core part of our package and that we will replace it by a true reconstruction algorithm
as soon as one becomes available.
2. Better mipstub reconstruction. A mipstub is the short track of a minimum ionizing
particle in the calorimeter. In earlier versions we used the standard Calorimeter cluster
algorithm (NearestNeighborClusterer) and considered all clusters to be Mipstubs. We
tested the University of Iowa Mipfinder with our package. We used the standard configuration and also a version customized with our needs. Best results were obtained with
a combination of different finders (NearestNeighbor, customized mipfinder, standard
mipfinder). 2
3. Improved track fitting. We slightly modified our χ2 -fitting routines and improved
speed and performance.
Reconstruction Efficiency in single KS0 events and in tt̄ at ECM = 500 GeV Efficiency for single K0s events as well as K0s efficiencies in multihadronic events have been
calculated using Monte Carlo samples generated by the SLAC group. We used samples based
on the the most recent detector description for which Monte Carlo samples were available
(sid00)[1].
Reconstruction efficiencies are shown as a function of the decay radius of the KS0 in Figure 2
(left plot). Efficiencies for different Mipfinders are shown: (standard mipfinder, customized
mipfinder, combination of NearestNeighborClusterer and the two mipfinders. The requirement of at least three hits in the tracker limits the reconstruction efficiency to the radius
of the third layer (∼725 mm) in the barrel. It is interesting to note that the efficiency also
depends on the distance to the nearest barrel layer. Radii of less than 30 have also a small
efficiency since these tracks have enough vertex detector hits to be reconstructed by standard
tracking and are therefore masked for Garfield tracking.
The right plot Figure 2 shows the overall KS0 → π + pi− efficiency as a function of the KS0
momentum. The efficiency drops for large momenta because of the increasing number of
Kshorts reaching the calorimeter intact. If the efficiency is calculated based on KS0 that
actually decay in the sensitive detector region (R between 30 and 725 cm), the efficiency stays
2

When several mipfinder are run together, they all provide seeds and possibly tracks. Double -counting of tracks
is avoided by the requirement that tracks are not allowed to share more than one hit.
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flat at about 75% and decreases for low momentum tracks due to the increase probablility
for a pion from a KS0 decay to become a curler.
√
In Figure3 the efficiency for KS0 in tt̄ events at s=500 GeV is shown (KS0 rightarrow π + π −
with R between 30 - 725 mm).The efficiencies are well above 50% for high momentum KS0 .
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Reconstruction efficiencies for KS0 → π + π − . Efficiencies are for single-KS0
events. Left: Efficiencies as a function of the decay radius, right: as a function of the
KS0 transverse momentum.
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Figure 3: √Reconstruction efficiencies for KS0 → π + π − in busy, multi-hadronic
0

events (tt̄, s = 500 GeV.) Shown are efficiencies for KS decaying within the
active tracker volume
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FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
In FY2007 we will continue our particle flow and physics reach studies. We will also investigate
tracking in the forward region. Due to its excellent angular coverage of the ECAL our
algorithm can also be applied for tracks in the far forward region. Our algorithm only requires
an ECAL cluster and a couple of hits to form a tracks seed. Our algorithm already performs
well in the forward region. We will study in detail how to optimize our algorithm to the
forward region. Permitting time and resources, we will also implement our algorithm into
other detector concepts as well. Deliverables for 2007 will be the completion of our particle
flow and physics reach studies.
Budget justification: This section provides an explanation and breakdown of our requested
budget for fiscal year FY07. A context for the requests has been provided in the previous
section.
Personnel
We request partial funding (15%) for post-doctoral research associate Dima Onoprienko. We
also ask for funds to pay hourly students for participation in research projects in FY2007.
Equipment/Materials
No funds for equipment or materials are requested from this grant.
Travel
We request support for domestic travel for the post-doc and for von Toerne to collaborate
with other groups, attend simulation workshops and present results at L.C. conferences.
Facilities and Administrative costs (F& A) at K-State
The standard Kansas State University rate for indirect costs (Facilities and Administration)
is 46%. KSU makes a contribution to F& A costs which brings the effective rate down to
33% for the High Energy Physics group.
Final-year budget, in then-year K$
Institution: Kansas State University
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Item
FY2007
Other Professionals
7.6
Graduate Students
0
Undergraduate Students
1.5
Total Salaries and Wages
9.1
Fringe Benefits
2.5
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits
11.6
Equipment
0
Travel
1.9
Materials and Supplies
0
Other direct costs
0
Total direct costs
13.5
Indirect costs
4.5
Total direct and indirect costs
18.0
Numbers might not add up due to rounding.
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Single K0short: 1-10 GeV at Theta=90 and 5-25 GeV at Theta=45-135,
Multihadronic events: Top-Pairs at 500 GeV.
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Development of thin silicon sensors for tracking
Classification (subsystem) Tracker.
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding
Purdue University: Daniela Bortoletto (Professor), Ian Shipsey (Professor), Kirk Arndt, Gino
Bolla and Petra Merkel
Collaborators
Fermi National Laboratory: Bill Cooper, Marcel Demarteau
Project Leader
Daniela Bortoletto
daniela@physics.purdue.edu
(765) 494 5197

Project Overview
One of the possible detector options for the LC is SiD which incorporates a Silicon/Tungten
calorimeter with a precise silicon tracker and vertex detector. The tracker design includes
a compact silicon tracker with 5 layers in the central region and forward disks. The tracker
is required to provide excellent momentum resolution and pattern recognition in a compact
volume and thereby minimizes the cost of the calorimeter.
The objectives of LC physics include the precision studies of the Higgs and new physics which
can only be achieved by a detector with:
• excellent ﬂavor tagging eﬃciency and purity for bottom and charm quarks
• superb momentum resolution with polar angle coverage down to about 110 mrad.
• two jet mass resolution comparable to the natural width of the W and Z bosons
• hermeticity to achieve a precision measurement of the missing momentum
These requirements lead to a fully integrated detector and the implementation of particle ﬂow
algorithms to measure the jet energies.
Therefore it is important that the ILC tracking and vertexing systems achieve excellent momentum resolution even in the forward region and for low momentum tracks, good pattern
recognition, and extremely precise impact parameter resolution to distinguish secondary and
tertiary vertices for ﬂavor tagging. R&D is necessary to substantially improve the vertexing
and tracking subdetector performance that was achieved for LEP/SLC to cope with increased
jet multiplicity, higher track density in more collimated jets and larger backgrounds[1].
Material minimization in the ILC detectors is important both to achieve excellent impact
parameter resolution and for the precise measurement of low momentum tracks. Therefore it
impacts both silicon pixels that provide precise space points near the interaction region and a
silicon microstrip tracker further from the primary interaction region, and the measurement
of tracks at small angle in the forward region.
1
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The design of the SiD barrel is now quite advanced. It consists of a 5 layer silicon strip
detector. Double metal sensors bump bonded to readout chip will be supported by carbon
ﬁber shell. The current design of the forward region includes 3 disks at each end. The disks
could be populated by pixel sensors or by pairs of microstrip sensors with strips making
a stereo angle with respect to each other. Many decision have still to be taken about the
forward disks. For example a tiling concept does not yet exist, and a decision between having
shallow angle stereo or large angle stereo is still under discussion. Communication with the
SiD leadership indicated that there is still interest in using detectors thinner than 300 microns
in the forward region.
Status Report
Our interest in thin detector started in 2003 when the Purdue group selected MICRON in
2003 to produce thin silicon sensors with funding from the DOE ADR. MICRON delivered
in 2004 thin silicon strip sensors in the following thicknesses: 150, 200, and 300 μm in 4
inch technology. The sensors were manufactured using the masks developed for the silicon
layer mounted on the CDF beam pipe. Each sensor is 7.84 cm long, 0.843 cm wide, with 256
channels designed to be connected to 128 readout channels. We also received double sided
silicon pixel sensors on 6 inch wafers in 2004. These wafers are 200 and 300 μm micron thick.
Each n+ pixel has a dimension of 100 μm × 150 μm matching the PSI46 0.25 μm readout
chip developed for the CMS pixel detector at the LHC.
The activities that we propose in year 3 beneﬁts from the achievements of year 1 and 2 of this
LCRD award. In year 1 we have carefully evaluated the DC performance of thin silicon strip
sensors including measurements of the capacitance to ground and the leakage current as a
function of the bias voltage. Strip-by-strip scans were also performed to measure the leakage
current (Ileak ), the interstrip capacitance (CIS ), the coupling capacitance (CC ), the interstrip
resistance (RIS ) and bias resistance (Rbias ) at a bias voltage above the depletion voltage. The
electrical performance of the thin silicon strips were reported last year. The depletion voltage
of the sensors was found to scale with the thickness as expected. The 300 μm thick sensors
have a depletion voltage of about 85 V. The depletion voltage decreases to 30 V and 15 V for
200 μm and 150 μm sensors respectively. The leakage current is usually dominated by the
bulk current and it is expected to increase with the sensor thickness. The current of the 150
μm passes the required speciﬁcations including having a leakage current below < 50 nA/cm2
at a bias voltage equal to twice the depletion voltage. At larger Vbias the current is larger and
similar to that measured in 300 μm devices indicating that the leakage current is presumably
dominated by other eﬀects such as surface current. Strip-by-strip scans veriﬁed that sensors
were passing the speciﬁcation of CC > 10 pF/cm and CIS < 1.2pF/cm. The bias resistance of
the 200 and 150 μm thick sensors was within the speciﬁcation of Rbias = 1.5 ± 0.5 MΩ. It was
below speciﬁcations for the 300 μm thick sensors. In summary all seven 150 μm thick sensors
pass the speciﬁcations we had set. These results conﬁrm that thin detector processing can be
successfully achieved. The measurements of the capacitance and resistance indicate that the
resolution performance should not be compromised by reducing the sensor’s thickness.
In year 2 we measured the S/N performance using the SVX4 chip developed for run IIb of
the TEVATRON which is a critical step to fully evaluate the feasibility of thin sensors for
the ILC. In a silicon detector, the signal S, for a charged particle depends on the path length
the particle traverses in the silicon and so S is inversely proportional to the thickness. With
currently available electronics the noise is expected to be low enough that reducing the silicon
thickness from 300 μm to 200 μm would still allow a S/N above 15. For example, the SVX4
2
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chip has a noise of 900 electrons for a capacitive load of 20 pF while the most probable signal
for a 200 μm sensor is 14,440 electrons, yielding a S/N of 16. However, in a thin silicon
sensors there is also an increased capacitive coupling between the two sides of the sensor,
which might increase the noise.
The experimental setup for the S/N measurements used a laser illuminating a microstrip
sensor wire-bonded to the SVX4 readout chip connected to a PTA/PMC based DAQ system[2]
developed for Run IIb of the Tevatron. A custom made printed circuit board hosts a SVX4
ASIC and a sensor. We focused the laser on the sensor surface and then we take a scan as a
function of the strip position. Initially we locate the laser between two strips to maximize the
charge collection. The noise in each channel is estimated from the Gaussian dispersion (σ) of
the pedestal for that channel. In our set-up, the common mode is the dominant component
to the noise since the grounding of the sensor hybrid was not implemented. At a future date,
when proper shielding will be installed, we expect the common mode noise to be signiﬁcantly
reduced. The diﬀerential noise is determined by subtracting the common mode noise. The
total signal was deﬁned as the sum of the charge in the hit strips after a pedestal is subtracted.
The bias voltage was set to 100 V which is above depletion voltage for all sensors. The error
on the signal is typically less than 1 % and the error on the noise is typically less than 3%.
The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios are about 10.5, 8 and 5.4 for 300, 200 and 150 μm sensors
respectively. The noise for all sensors is about 2 ADC counts and it is independent of the
thickness in agreement with the DC characterization. The S/N is about a factor of 2 smaller
for 150 μm than 300 μm sensors. This is consistent with expectations and demonstrates the
utility of thin silicon. Nonetheless, the S/N performance is disappointing even for 300 μm
thick sensors. Studies of the SVX4 ROC indicate that noise of this chip is N=400+45 ×
C, where C is the capacitance of a strip to ground. For our sensors the total capacitance
is about 4 pF and therefore the expected noise is about 570 electrons. Assuming a most
probable charge of 72e-h pairs/μm we expected a S/N of about 38, 25 and 19 for 300, 200
and 150 μm thick sensors. We are investigating the discrepancy between the expectations
and the results of the S/N measurements.
For year 3 we propose to improve our understanding of the S/N with the current setup and
to initiate x-ray irradiation studies that can be easily accomplished with the Cobalt 60 source
available at Purdue university. We are also planning to work more closely within the SID
collaboration. Speciﬁcally we would like:
1. Measure the performance of the thin detectors with the KPix chip developed for the ILC
and study the S/N ratio with the laser. For this study we would like again to compare
the performance of sensors of diﬀerent thicknesses
2. Establish a strong collaboration with the Fermilab group to develop and evaluate possible
support structures for the forward region.
Unique Facilities at Purdue
The proposed eﬀort builds upon our experience in design and testing of silicon micro-strip
and silicon pixels for CDF and CMS. We have access to CADENCE design tools and DESSIS
simulation tools. The mechanical aspects of the project build upon our experience in the
mechanical design, fabrication, and assembly of the silicon detector for CLEO III, and the
mechanical design and prototyping of parts of the CMS forward pixel detector.
The detector facility at Purdue University, P3MD, contains two fully equipped clean rooms
3
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for the design, testing and assembly of detectors for High Energy Physics. These clean rooms
are part of a complex dedicated to microstructure detector development and fabrication including silicon strip and pixel devices and micro pattern gas detectors. The total clean room
space is 3000 sq ft in three laboratories containing a CMM, wirebonder, electrical testing
equipment, probe stations, optical tables, microscopes and high precision measuring devices.
The labs are fully equipped with computer facilities for control, data acquisition and analysis. The labs have both temperature and humidity control and HEPA ﬁltering of the airﬂow.
Included in the clean rooms is additional space of class 1000. In a separate location there is
a detector irradiation facility with an X-ray source and an ultra clean gas delivery system.
Other technical resources are also available, such as machine and electronic shops within the
physics department, a central machine shop and state of the art facilities on campus, such as
SEM, TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) and EDS (Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy).
In addition to the technical staﬀ, an engineer and technician, there is the normal complement of graduate students and research associates working on the Forward Pixel Detectors.
There is also an exceptional pool of talented undergraduates who work on R&D and detector
construction projects.
Results from Prior Research
The Purdue group has considerable expertise in the development of silicon detectors. We
played and important role in the design, installation and commissioning of the silicon vertex
detector for CDF. The CLEO III silicon detector was built at Purdue. We are now playing a
strong role for the CMS forward pixel project.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
In FY07 we will irradiate the sensors with x-rays and measure the DC properties of the
sensors after irradiation. We will continue the studies of 300, 200 and 150 μm thick sensors
with the SVX4 chip before and after irradiation. The DAQ system is already operational.
The measurements will be performed by a graduate student under the supervision of G. Bolla
who is already very experienced with this system. We are also planning to repeat these studies
with the ﬁrst KPix available chips.
In parallel our mechanical engineer Kirk Arndt will collaborate with Fermilab to develop a
layout and support structure for the forward disks.
The FY07 deliverables will be an experimental measurement of the performance of thin sensors
with a ROC speciﬁcally designed for the ILC. We will also actively engage in the design of
the forward disks.
Budget justification: Purdue University
We request funds to support 50% of a graduate student and 20 % of Bolla and Arndt. The
remainder of the support for the student, Bolla, and Arndt will come from the Purdue CMS
group. The graduate student is charged at the rate set by Purdue University for 2007.
We request travel support for three trips each year to institutions working on LC vertexing.
We are also asking for equipment items likely to be needed to operate the KPix chip. The
estimate is bases on a similar setup developed for the SVX4 chip (6.4 K$).
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Indirect costs are charged at the oﬀ-campus rate of 26% and the Purdue fringe beneﬁt rate
is 44.9%.
FY07
FY07 budget in K$
Institution: Purdue University
Item
Arndt(0.2 FTE)
Bolla(0.2 FTE)
Graduate Students (0.5 FTE)
Graduate Fee Remissions
Graduate Student Insurance
Scientiﬁc Equipment
Travel
Indirect costs
Employee Beneﬁts
Total direct and indirect costs

FY2007
17.9
14.5
9.9
3.1
.06
6.4
2.5
15.4
14.6
84.36
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[2] S. Behari et al., CDF RUN IIb Silicon Vertex Detector DAQ Upgrade, Published Proceedings IEEE 2003 Nuclear Science Symposium (NSS) and Medical Imaging Conference
(MIC), Portland, OR, October, 19-24, (2003).
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STATUS REPORT
TPC signal digitization simulation and reconstruction studies
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding
D. P. Peterson, Laboratory for Elementary-Particle Physics, Cornell University
Collaborators
none
Contact Person
Dan Peterson
dpp@lns.cornell.edu
(607)-255-8784
Project Overview
This project involves improvements to the simulations of the response of a TPC and
studies of improving charged particle track reconstruction. The project is equally relevant
to the GLD [1] and LDC [2] concepts.
Fully efficient charged particle reconstruction is required for precision particle flow
analysis [3-6]. A TPC for the linear collider must be designed to provide this efficiency
over a large solid angle in an environment of high density jets and high noise occupancy.
Reconstruction efficiency can be improved with higher readout pad segmentation to the
limit of the signal charge width, about 1mm. While it is not even demonstrated that this
maximum segmentation would be sufficient to provide full efficiency under all
conditions, there are other limitations to such a high pad density: cost, material, heat, and
complexity, that may force a larger pad size. Thus, it is necessary to optimize the readout
geometry for reconstruction efficiency.
Simple models of the TPC response are not sensitive to the hit distortions resulting from
track overlap and noise. In the simple models, TPC hits are simulated as 3-dimension
space points derived from the intersection of the tracks with cylindrical surfaces
corresponding to the radial centers of the layers of pads [7]. Charge depositions are
treated independently; multiple hits can be created in the same cell regardless of
separation. Thus, there is no straight-forward way simulate the effects of overlapping
hits.
Having full knowledge of the effects of signal overlap is required for critical design
questions facing the concepts that include TPC tracking, GLD and LDC. In particular it is
necessary to determine the azimuthal and radial segmentation required for full tracking
reconstruction efficiency. Tracking reconstruction also is affected by beam-related
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ionizing particles entering the detector. Knowledge of the effects of signal overlap is
required for a full analysis of the effects of these particles and, therefore, is critical for the
design of the machine-detector interface.
One of the goals of this project is to model the charge spreading and signal overlap to
provide sensitivity to the effects of overlapping tracks and noise. Charge is spread over
neighboring pads and then accumulated in a simulation of the pulse train observed by the
readout electronics, usually a flash-analog-to-digital-converter (FADC). The pulse train is
analyzed to find the unambiguous threshold crossings in the same way that real data is
analyzed. Thus, signal overlap is fully simulated.
Another goal of this project is the development of fully efficient pattern recognition
software. Such software is necessary to isolate the fundamental efficiency of various
detector configurations.
A current implementation of simulation and reconstruction uses the older (sio) data
format. Further development will require adopting the LCIO [8] data format and access
routines which will allow access to larger samples and more complicated events. In the
past year, there has been significant progress in developing the MARLIN framework and
organizing a project group [9]. Thus, it will be most efficient to fully develop the FADC
simulation and the reconstruction as Marlin processors. This will allow using the
MOKKA package [7] to simulate various detector configurations and create the initial 3dimensional space points that is used as a starting point. This will also allow the digitized
data to be stored directly and will facilitate the addition of noise hit distributions derived
from beam background calculations such as those being performed at DESY [10].
Up to this point, all development has been done by D. Peterson. Further development will
require support for a graduate student to perform the software development as described
above.
Status Report
GEANT models of track trajectories through matter and magnetic fields are quite
sophisticated. They simulate energy loss, scatter and decay. However, the output is
parameterized as only space points representing the intersections of the track trajectories
with surfaces as shown in figure 1a. In the period of calendar years 2004 and 2005, a
procedure has been developed for converting these space points into a pad response
simulated as a FADC output.
In the first step of this procedure, "charge centers" are created at locations corresponding
to the center of the sections of the trajectory that project onto each pad in the detector. In
the second step, "charge" is assigned to the "central cell" (the cell onto which the track
segment projects) and to "neighboring cells" according to an input pad-response-function.
The charge has attributes of pulse height, drift time, and pulse shape. Note that in this
procedure, charge is assigned to a cell not only due to the trajectory section that projects
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onto the cell, but also from the trajectory sections that project onto neighboring cells.
Also, while the original space points do not simulate the response from the tops of curling
tracks, this procedure naturally simulates this response because it uses the sections of the
track trajectory through the affected cells.
In the third step, the multiple assigned charges in each cell, including charges due to
tracks and noise, are accumulated in a simulation of FADC readout. Each charge creates
measured pulse height in affected time buckets according to attributes of that charge.
Overlapping charges add in the affected time buckets. The effect of overlapping tracks is
completely simulated.
In the fourth step, the resultant FADC output is analyzed to detect the unambiguous
threshold crossing. This is actually the beginning of reconstruction as the procedure is
exactly what would be used for real data. The unambiguous threshold crossings on each
pad are "hits", with attributes of pulse height and drift distance. This is the input to track
reconstruction. An example is shown in figure 1b for 1cm pads in a 1.9m outer radius
TPC.

Figure 1: The intersection of a track trajectory with cylindrical surfaces
(a) are transformed into multiple "hits" on each pad (b) with attributes of
pulse height and drift distance.
The simulated event in figure 1 is used to illustrate the procedure. All tracks are projected
onto one endplate. There is no noise and the pad size (10mm) is larger than what would
be used at the ILC, allowing the individual pads to be (almost) visible.
Events become more complicated with the addition of noise and with the use of smaller
pads. Figure 2a shows a section of the same event using 3mm pads and with the addition
of 3.6% (by volume) random single-pad noise. The confusion resulting from several
overlapping tracks, as well as noise, can be seen in figure 2b.
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Figure 2: (a) A section of the TPC readout with 3mm pads for an event with 3.6%
(volume) noise. There are multiple hits on most pads. As part of the track pattern
recognition procedure, only hits within a narrow interaction-point-projecting
section of the chamber are selected. (b) A section from the readout is expanded.
Color coding indicates pulse height, with red being the highest and blue the lowest.

Figure 3: The FADC pulse height spectrum from one pad in the TPC readout. The
spectrum is separated into 8 lines for display. This is taken from a region of
overlapping tracks. The resulting overlapping signals are visible (indicated by the
circle) and only slightly separated in time. Recognized threshold crossings are
indicated by the pink arrows. Signals from the two tracks are not resolved. (Other
markings in the figure are diagnostics for the FADC pattern recognition.)
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Reconstruction of tracks from the resulting charge/time signals is far more complicated
than the reconstruction using the track-surface intersections (figure 1a) as input. As
described above, reconstruction first requires pattern recognition of the threshold crossing
in the FADC, as shown in figure 3. The hits on individual pads (figure 2b) then must be
clustered to determine the precision hit position information.
Preliminary results for this project were presented at LCWS04, Paris, April-2004 [11].
Results indicating the pad segmentation sufficient for full pattern recognition were
presented at ALCPG04, Victoria, July-2004 [12]. Results indicating the noise tolerance,
for the specific case of random noise hits and a particular pad size, were presented
ECFA05, Vienna, November-2005 [13],

Figure 4: (a) Reconstruction efficiency as a function of pad size. (b)
Reconstruction efficiency as a function of noise density. In both cases the
TPC has outer radius 1.9m and the magnetic field is 3Tesla.
From the results shown in figure 4, a 3mm pad size is sufficient for full reconstruction
efficiency. This is for a particular event topology (e+e-Æ HZ) and a particular chamber
(1.9m outer radius, 3T field). These studies must be repeated for the current concepts and
for various events types. The results indicate that the reconstruction is degraded above
1% noise occupancy. This is for random single-pad noise. Reconstruction may be more
difficult with correlated noise due to overlapping events or multiple small curling tracks
coming from scattered beam.
Studies of TPC performance have been done using a modified version of the current
generation of the CLEO track reconstruction algorithm. This generation of the CLEO
track reconstruction algorithm was substantially written by DPP and has been used in
every CLEO publication in the last 7 years [14].
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Work described in this section has been supported at Cornell by NSF cooperative
agreement PHY-0202078, 4/1/2003 – 3/31/2008, entitled "Support of the Cornell
Electron Storage Ring (CESR) Facility.
FY2006 Year Project Activities
FY2006 of this project has recently started with the availability of FY2006 funds in
November 2006. Activities are reviewed here to put FY2007 activities in context.
FY2006 deliverables are stated in the FY2006 change-of-scope document (May 2006).
FY2006 funds will provide approximately 45% support for a graduate student to work on
this project. We have recently recruited a graduate student to work on this project,
starting December 4, 2006.
Our original goal was to create a simple framework to access LCIO data through the
provided FORTRAN access functions. This was to be followed by the integration of the
Cornell simulation into an existing analysis framework. However, we are adapting our
goals in response to the significant progress in developing the MARLIN framework. We
are in consultation with leaders of the MARLIN effort and are changing our priority to
working immediately within the MARLIN framework.
Our FY2006 activity will be the development of a MARLIN processor that takes as input
the MOKKA generated space points corresponding to the intersection of tracks with
surfaces and provides as output the digitized FADC response.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
In FY2007, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2007, we will work
of providing the Cornell reconstruction algorithm as a MARLIN processor. This is a
larger and more complicated body of code that is the simulation. We may wrap the
FORTRAN in C++ or rewrite the code directly in C++.
Our deliverable will be a preliminary working version of the Cornell reconstruction.

Project Activities and Deliverables beyond FY2007
In FY2008, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2008, we will
continue to optimize the reconstruction and contribute to detector configuration studies.
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Budget, in then-year K$
Institution: Cornell University
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other Direct Costs
Total Direct Costs
Indirect Costs
Total direct and Indirect Costs

FY2007
0
30.724
0
30.724
30.724
0
2.000
0
18.689
51.413
19.307
70.720

Budget Justification: Cornell University
The budget for FY2007, starting with the availability of funds in about November 2007,
approximately corresponds to the school year beginning September 2007. It provides one
full year support for a Cornell graduate student as well as funds for that student to travel
to one domestic workshop.
Projected costs for a graduate student, for the year beginning September 2007, are
academic year stipend: $21667, summer stipend: $9056, 50% of tuition: $17090, and
health insurance: $1599. The tuition payment and health insurance are treated as "other
direct costs", not fringe benefits.
The $2000 travel cost is for the student to attend one domestic workshop.
The stipends and travel costs are subject to overhead of 59% for FY2007.
References
[1] "GLD Detector Outline Document",
http://ilcphys.kek.jp/gld/documents/dod/glddod.pdf
[3] "LDC Detector Outline Document",
http://www.ilcldc.org/documents/dod/outline.pdf
[3] see ref [1]. Particle flow analysis is described on page 2.
[4] see ref [2]. Particle flow analysis is described on page 5 and in section 11.
[5] "SiD Detector Outline Document",
http://hep.uchicago.edu/~oreglia/siddod.pdf, Particle flow analysis is described in section
2 and on pages 106+ and 169+.
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[6] The 4th concept does not depend on particle flow analysis, but does require perfect
pattern recognition. See "4th concept Detector Outline Document",
http://www.physics.iastate.edu/getfiles/1965.pdf, page 83.
[7] For example, in the Mokka simulation, TPC hits are described as 3-dimensional space
points. Information on the MOKKA package is available at http://www-flc.desy.de/ilcsoft,
and "MOKKA status", Gabiel Musat, ECFA06, Valencia, 6-November-2006,
http://ific.uv.es/~ilc/ECFA-GDE2006/
[8] LCIO webpage: http://lcio.desy.de/
[9]"TPC Reconstruction framework using LCIO and Marlin", Christian Hansen,
ALCPG06, Vancouver, 19-July-2006
[10] "Background Studies for the LDC TPC", A. Vogel, ECFA 2005, Vienna,
15-November-2005, https://ilcsupport.desy.de/cdsagenda/fullAgenda.php?ida=a0575
[11] “TPC Detector Response Simulation and Track Reconstruction”, D. Peterson,
LCWS 2004, Paris, 19-April-2004,
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=a04172
[12] “TPC Detector Response Simulation and Track Reconstruction”, D. Peterson,
ALCPG workshop, Victoria, 28-July-2004,
http://www.linearcollider.ca:8080/lc/vic04/abstracts/detector/sumul/
[13] "TPC digitization and track reconstruction: efficiency dependence on noise",
D. Peterson, ECFA 2005, Vienna, 15-November-2005
https://ilcsupport.desy.de/cdsagenda/fullAgenda.php?ida=a0575
[14] CLEO has published 144 articles (total) in the years 2001:2006, not listed separately.
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5.20: Development of New Methods and
Conductors for Large Solenoids
(new proposal)
Tracking
Contact person
John Hauptman
hauptman@iastate.edu
(515) 294-8572
Institution(s)
Cornell
Fermilab
ILTPE Kharkov (Ukraine)
Iowa State

FY07: 122,600
FY08: 126,000
FY09: 129,000
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Development of New Methods and Conductors for Large Solenoids
Classification General Facility, or Tracking
Personnel and Institution requesting funding
John Hauptman
Iowa State University, Ames, IA USA
Ryuji Yamada
Fermilab, Batavia IL 60510 USA
Alexander Mikhailichenko
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY USA
S.I. Bondarenko, A.N. Omeliyanchuk, A.A. Shablo, N.S. Scherbakova, N.M. Levchenko
Institute for Low temperature Physics and Engineering, Kharkov, Ukraine
Ingrid Fang, Robert Wands, G.P. Yeh
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510 USA
Anatoli Frishman, Norio Nakagawa
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 USA
Project Leader John Hauptman
hauptman@iastate.edu
Project Overview
The 4th concept detector proposes that the main tracking field be returned by a second outer
solenoid instead of the usual iron return yoke. We note many advantages to this iron-free
detector in our Detector Outline Document and in LNS notes. The main solenoid is similar in
size and stored energy to the CMS solenoid, and our present design assumes CMS conductors.
However, this design is 20 years old, and we seek better solutions to building a large solenoid.
We request funding to search out, devise, invent, and to test on small scale prototypes.
Possible new high-TC superconductors will be of interest to all big experiments. It is not
clear that a solution exists, but maybe it is time to look.
The winding of these superconducting solenoids is in line with those at BINP, Novosibirsk.
The technique in use in BINP for a long time allows compact and lightweight construction
with the possibility to evacuate the energy in case of a quench. The basis of this technology
is in brazing the superconducting cable into base alloys that do not remain superconducting
at Helium temperature. In the section Results of Prior Research, we list papers from BINP
that are relevant to this work. It may be that CMS technology is too conservative.
On the other hand, the scientific contacts between Fermilab and Japanese industry can serve
as a financial/engineering check.
Broader Impact The work on this project is directed from within the 4th Concept group
and Fermilab (Ryuji Yamada), and may involve work by low temperature groups in Kharkov
and Novosibirsk, in addition to groups in the US.
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Prior work in this area
Publications about coil design, presented at the 8th International Conference on Instrumentation for Colliding Beam Physics: Novosibirsk, Russia, February 28 – March 6, 2002 and
published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section A: Accelerators,
Spectrometers, Detectors and Associated Equipment Volume: 494, Issue: 1-3, November 21,
2002:
1. “Advances in superconducting magnets for high energy and astroparticle physics,” Yamamoto, Akira; Makida, Yasuhiro pp. 255-265
2. “Status of the KEDR superconducting magnet system,” Anashin, V.V.; Barkov, L.M.;
Barladyan, A.K.; Blinov, G.A.; Karpov, S.V.; Kolachev, G.M.; Kulikov, V.F.; et. al.
pp. 266-269
3. “Development of the superconducting solenoid for the CMD-2M detector,” Barkov, L.M.;
Bragin, A.V.; Karpov, S.V.; Okhapkin, V.S.; Popov, Yu.S.; Ruban, A.A.; Smakhtin, V.P.
pp. 270-273
The CMS coil is much thicker than the Novosibirsk ones ( 0.8X0 for KEDR and 0.08X0 for
CMD-2M), and so one question is the assessment of risk for a larger solenoid. The dual
solenoids of the 4th concept need to be integrated with the detectors and also with the
beam elements which themselves are intimately integrated with the detector. We define the
several advantages to this dual solenoid system in our DOD, including precision measurement
of muons, control of the field on and near the beam, some practical advantages of large
consequence for push-pull like the ability to move easily and quickly, the ease of installation
and re-installation, and also costs.
Progress to date includes a detector description, several talks at Linear Collider meetings
(Paris 2004, SLAC 2004, Snowmass 2005, and Vienna 2005, Valencia 2006), the development
of a team of people who work on the 4th concept, and the development of a full first-principles
simulation of the whole detector.
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Documents describing work accomplished by the 4th concept group are accessible at the
website http://www.4thconcept.org, we list most of the items here under talks and Documents:
Talks at ILC Meetings:
Title
“Review of Forward Calorimeter
Technologies”
“Dual Readout Calorimeter”
“Update on the DREAM Project”
”A Fourth Concept Detector”
”Fourth Concept Detector (4th)”
”TPC for 4th”
”DREAM for ILC”
“Evolution of the Dual-readout
Calorimeter”
“TPC for the 4th Concept”
“Simulation and Reconstruction in the
IV Concept”
“Detector Concept 4”
“Muon Identification and Pion Rejection in the 4th Concept”
“Machine and controls aspects”
“e+ Undulator Considerations”
“Calorimetry Plans for the 4th Concept”
“MDI Issues of the 4th Detector Concept”
“The muon system of the 4th detector
concept”
“Results of Detector Simulation for
the 4th concept”
“ICLroot”
“The 4th detector concept”
“Calorimetry in the 4th detector concept”

Person
John Hauptman

Meeting
Paris

Date
April 2004

John Hauptman
Richard Wigmans
John Hauptman
John Hauptman
Sorina Popescu
Aldo Penzo
Aldo Penzo

Paris
Snowmass
Snowmass
Vienna
Vienna
Vienna
Bangalore

April 2004
Aug 2005
Aug 2005
Nov 2005
Nov 2005
Nov 2005
Mar 2006

Sorina Popescu
Corrado Gatto

Bangalore
Bangalore

Mar 2006
Mar 2006

John Hauptman
John Hauptman

Bangalore
Bangalore

Mar 2006
Mar 2006

Sorina Popescu
Alexander
Mikhailichenko
John Hauptman

Bangalore
Vancouver

Mar 2006
July 2006

Vancouver

July 2006

Alexander
Mikhailichenko
Franco
Grancagnolo
Corrado Gatto

Valencia

Nov 2006

Valencia

Nov 2006

Valencia

Nov 2006

Corrado Gatto
John Hauptman
Aldo Penzo

Valencia
Valencia
Valencia

Nov 2006
Nov 2006
Nov 2006

Documents:

3
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Title
”Dual Readout Calorimetry for the ILC”
”Ultimate Hadron Calorimetry”
”Description of the Fourth Concept Detector (4th)
for the International Linear Collider” (the “Detector Outline Document”)
“4th Concept Answers to MDI Questions”
“4th Concept statement on the proposed push-pull
detector configuration at the ILC
“Performance and Physics Study for the Detector
Concepts Report of the Fourth Detector Concept
(“4th”) at the International Linear Collider”

Authors
LCRD proposal
LCRD proposal
Le Du, P., et al.,
version 2.52,

Date
Jan 2005
Jan 2005
May 2006

A. Mikailichenko,
et al.
A. Mikhailichenko

2006

D. Barbareschi, et
al.

Dec 2006

Dec 2006

In addition, a full set of papers and figures on all aspects of the dream group work on
dual-readout calorimeters is at the website http://www.phys.ttu.edu/dream.
Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources Facilities exist at Cornell University, LNS,
and at Fermilab for this work. We do not request facility support. At the first stage, most of
the work is computational.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
Full optimization of coils for lowering the current density and obtaining the field homogeneity
required for operation of the TPC. Modeling of quench propagation and evacuation of energy
will be carried to the end of this year.
FY2008 Project Activities and Deliverables
Developing technology based on the Novosibirsk approach including fabrication of small prototypes of brazed cable into an Aluminum-Stainless steel cylinder.
FY2009 Project Activities and Deliverables
The third year concludes with technology and making a full description of procedures and
coming to a final cost estimate for the building of a large solenoid.
Budget justification: Iowa State University
COMSOL code ($4K) for Mikhailichenko–Yamada common work on several things including
the magnetic design, quench modeling. Support for work at Novosibirsk and Kharkov will
come from these funds through contracts (Personal Services Agreements) between ISU and
individuals.
Three-year budget, in then-year K$
Institution: Iowa State University
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Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct and indirect costs

5

FY2007
40.0
10
0
40.0
13.2
53.2
20.0
8.0
3.3
0
84.5
0
122.6
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FY2008
41.6
10
0
41.6
13.7
55.3
20.0
8.0
3.4
0
86.7
0
126.0

FY2009
43.3
10
0
43.3
14.3
57.6
20.0
8.0
3.0
0
88.5
0
129.0

Total
124.9
30
0
124.9
41.2
166.1
60.0
24.0
9.7
0
259.8
0
377.6
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5.21: 2-D Readout of Silicon Strip Detectors
(new proposal)
Tracking
Contact person
Richard Partridge
partridge@hep.brown.edu
(650) 926-3388
Institution(s)
Brown
U.C. Santa Cruz

FY07: 60,000
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2-D Readout of Silicon Strip Detectors
Personnel and Institution(s) requesting funding
Richard Partridge, Brown University
Bruce Schumm, University of California, Santa Cruz
Project Leader
Richard Partridge
partridge@hep.brown.edu
(650) 926-3388
Project Overview
Silicon strip sensors have proven to be an excellent choice for charged particle tracking,
and all of the ILC detector concepts include them in their detector design. While silicon
strip sensors excel at measuring position coordinates perpendicular to the strip direction,
measurement of the coordinate parallel to the strip direction has proven problematic. The
simplest approach, which is utilized in the SiD baseline design for the barrel tracker, is to
only measure the bend (r-φ) coordinate, and utilize the detector segmentation to provide a
coarse estimate of the non-bend (z) coordinate. The z coordinate can be accurately
measured using a second sensor oriented with a small stereo angle, but this increases the
amount of material in the tracking volume, significantly increases the detector cost, and
introduces ghost hits. Double-sided detectors can provide both axial and stereo
coordinate measurements on the same sensor, but have proven difficult to manufacture
and handle.
A critical R&D need for the ILC is the development of silicon strip tracking detectors
that can economically cover large areas while minimizing the amount of material in the
tracking volume. Ideally, a single silicon sensor would provide 3D space-point
measurements of charged track hits based on 2-D coordinate measurements in the sensor
plane and the known position and orientation of the sensor. We propose to initiate a new
R&D effort to develop silicon strip detectors that have this capability. Our goal is to
maintain the excellent position resolution traditionally available from strip detectors in
the coordinate perpendicular to the strip direction, while simultaneously measuring the
coordinate parallel to the strip direction using a charge division technique.
The technique of resistive charge division has been widely utilized in wire chambers.
Consider a strip with a uniform resistance and capacitance per unit length. Charge
deposited locally will create a voltage on the local element of capacitance, causing
currents to flow in both directions. The charge will diffuse down both ends of the strip,
and can be collected by low impedance amplifiers at the two ends of the strip. The
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fraction of the total charge collected is a function of time and the position z where the
charge was deposited on the strip1:
Q(t , z ) / Q0 = 1 −

 − m 2π 2 
z ∞ 2
 mπ z 

−∑
sin 
exp
t 

L m=1 mπ
 l 
 τD


where Q0 is the charge deposit and τD = RC is the detector time constant, R is the total
resistance of the strip, and C is the total capacitance of the strip, and L is the length of the
strip. For t > τD/2, essentially all of the charge is collected from the strip and the hit
position is related to the fraction of charge collected
Q(t > τ D / 2, z ) / Q0 ≈ 1 −

z
.
L

The accuracy with which the hit position can be measured is limited by the thermal noise
in the detector. Since the strip has a low impedance connection at the far end, the strip
acts as a parallel noise source across the amplifier input, producing a noise current
density of
iN2 =

kT
R

at the amplifier input. Radeka2 has shown that with filtering optimized for high S/N and
short resolving time, the equivalent noise charge is
ENC 2 ≈ 1.17

kT
τ D = 1.17 k T C .
R

Note that for optimal filtering, the charge noise is independent of the strip resistance, and
only depends on the strip capacitance.
Since the charge noise on the two ends of the strip is anti-correlated, the total measured
charge Q0 is assumed to have negligible noise. Thus, the position resolution is given by

σz
1.17kTC
.
=
L
Q0
For a strip capacitance of 10 pF, a strip length of 100 mm, and a charge deposition of
25000 electrons, the position resolution is predicted to be 5.5 mm.

1
2

R.B. Owen and M.L. Awcock, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 15, 290 (1968).
V. Radeka, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 21, 51 (1974).
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The ultimate goal of this work is to provide sufficient resolution in the z coordinate
measurement to provide useful tracking in the r-z plane for secondary vertices where
there are few or no hits in the vertex detector. In this case, we must rely on the silicon
strip detectors and the calorimeter for measuring the polar angle and r-z impact
parameter. To illustrate the potential use of charge division readout, consider a charged
track that traverses all 5 barrel layers in the SiD concept. With charge division readout,
the track will have an estimated error in tanλ of 0.007, which can be further improved if
matching hits in the calorimeter and/or vertex detector are found. We anticipate that this
level of precision will significantly improve the mass resolution for KS and Λ decays, as
well as generally aiding pattern recognition in the tracker, without significantly
increasing the tracker cost or amount of material.
This R&D project proposes to investigate and test the application of charge division
readout to silicon strip detectors. This effort includes:
• Simulation studies of the electrical performance of sensor and readout electronics
• Design and procurement of test sensors
• Design and submission of a readout chip optimized for charge division
measurements
• Characterization of the performance of the test sensor + readout electronics
We briefly discuss each of these projects below.
Simulation Studies
Simulations studies of the signal and noise performance will be performed to first verify
the feasibility of the charge division technique, and then to optimize the design of the
sensor and readout chip.
A key parameter in the sensor design is the resistance of the strip. Using an Al strip for
charge division may prove difficult because of the very short charge collection times
required. At present, it appears that using the implant as the charge division strip is a
better approach. For example, a 40KΩ/cm implant resistivity leads to a charge collection
time τD/2 ~ 2 µs for a 10 cm long detector. We will develop a simulation model for the
sensor that can be used to study how the strip resistance affects the charge division
performance and determine the optimal range of strip resistance. We will also compare
various sensor geometries, including reading out both ends of the implant as well as
single-ended readout of the implant to measure position with readout of an AC coupled
strip to measure total charge.
The performance of the front-end amplifier and shaper circuitry is expected to be critical
to achieving the best possible position resolution. The front-end amplifier needs to
maintain low input impedance over the appropriate frequency range, while the shaper
circuit is critical to obtaining the desired low noise performance. We will use simulations
to optimize the amplifier and shaper design and to measure the noise performance that
can be achieved.
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Test Sensors
A sensor submission is anticipated in spring 2007 to test the double metal sensor design
that is the baseline sensor for the SiD detector. There remains room on this wafer for
additional test structures, and we plan to include a versatile test sensor layout on this
wafer that will allow testing the charge division technique.
Readout Electronics
The readout electronics are a key part of the proposed project. We plan to develop a
readout chip using the TSMC 0.25 µm process that is optimized for making the charge
division measurement. The key elements of this chip will be the front end amplifier and
shaper circuitry, and we expect most of the engineering effort will be on developing these
circuits and simulating their performance as part of the simulation studies.
Performance Characterization
We plan to mount the readout electronics on the test sensors and use these devices to
characterize the detector performance. Key measurements include the magnitude of
correlated and uncorrelated noise, position resolution along the strip direction, and
position resolution perpendicular to the strip direction. If electrical, source, and laser
tests are successful, we would begin planning for a beam test in the future.
Broader Impact
Silicon sensors take on many forms and are one of the most widely used pieces of
modern technology. Silicon strip detectors form an important niche within the domain of
silicon sensors, playing a significant role in fields as diverse as particle physics,
astrophysics, and medical imaging. This research seeks to advance the capabilities of
silicon strip detectors by providing a new method for measuring the coordinate parallel to
the strip direction. Unlike previous approaches involving stereo measurements, this new
method directly measures this coordinate with no unwanted “ghosts” hits. If successful,
this effort could have a broad impact on the wide range of fields that make use of silicon
strip sensors.
Results of Prior Research
This is a new R&D project based on a new idea for silicon sensor readout. We believe
that there is substantial promise in the proposed research and urge that it be supported.
The Brown and UCSC groups bring considerable experience and expertise to the project.
The Brown group has extensive experience in the design of fast electronics through its
responsibilities on the DØ experiment. Brown has received Linear Collider R&D
funding for tracking simulation studies, and is developing a versatile seed-based track
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reconstruction software for the ILC. Currently, Richard Partridge is on leave at SLAC,
where he is working on the development of the SiD tracker and is co-leader of the SiD
tracking group.
The UCSC group has extensive experience in the design of silicon sensors and readout
electronics for a variety of experiments. UCSC receives Linear Collider R&D funding
for the development of a time-over-threshold readout chip and the study of silicon
detectors that utilize long ladders to minimize material. UCSC has also played a
significant role in tracking simulation studies for the ILC. Bruce Schumm leads the
UCSC ILC effort, and is a convener of the ALCPG tracking working group.
Facilities_ Equipment and Other Resources
The UCSC HEP group has a very experienced and well-equipped electronics
development facility with considerable experience in developing both sensors and
readout electronics. The UCSC electronics facility will be used to perform the simulation
studies, readout chip development, and testing. We anticipate a significant benefit from
synergies with the ongoing LSTFE front-end ASIC design work being done at SCIPP,
making this a relatively economical effort. In particular, UCSC physics undergraduate
Greg Horn (currently a junior), who would perform the simulation work, is already
contributing heavily to the simulation of the LSTFE prototype revision under the
supervision of lead engineer Ned Spencer. The sensor development effort is based at
SLAC, which is in the process of developing a silicon detector lab that we anticipate will
be available for detector assembly and testing. The Brown HEP group has extensive
experience with circuit board design and possesses a wide variety of electronics
instrumentation that is available for testing.
FY2007 Project Activities and Deliverables
The FY2007 activities are described in the Project Overview above. Deliverables for
FY2007 are the simulation studies, test sensor design and submission, and the readout
chip design and submission.
Project Activities and Deliverables Beyond FY2007
If the charge division technique proves viable based on the simulation studies and lab
tests proposed, we anticipate performing test beam studies to verify that the expected
performance is achieved with particle beams in both measurement coordinates in FY
2008. If necessary, we would do a second round of fabrication for the test sensors and/or
readout electronics. The next step would be to design and fabricate a full-size sensor that
is optimized for charge division measurement. We would also plan to develop a readout
chip that can be used on a full-size sensor.
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Budgets
Total Project Budget, in then-year k$
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct
and indirect costs

FY2007
15
0
1
16
4
20
25
0
3
0
48
12
60

Separate budgets for Brown and UCSC follow.
Budget, in then-year k$
Institution: Brown University
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct
and indirect costs

FY2007
0
0
0
0
0
0
25
0
0
0
25
0
25
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Budget justification: Brown University
Brown University is responsible for procuring the readout chips. The equipment cost is
based on the estimated cost of the readout chips from a 0.25 µm TSMC chip submission.
While Brown’s indirct rate is 55%, we do not anticipate indirect costs will be charged for
this procurement of equipment.
Budget, in then-year k$
Institution: University of California, Santa Cruz
Item
Other Professionals
Graduate Students
Undergraduate Students
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Salaries, Wages
and Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Travel
Materials and Supplies
Other direct costs
Total direct costs
Indirect costs
Total direct
and indirect costs

FY2007
15
0
1
16
4
20
0
0
3
0
23
12
35

Budget justification: University of California, Santa Cruz
UCSC will provide engineering and simulation support for this project. Engineering
support is provided by the UCSC base grant and is not included in this project. Two
months’ support is requested for an Assistant Project Scientist who has experience with
electronics simulations. One months’ support is requested for an electronics technician to
design a test board. The materials and supplies request for $3K includes the costs of
fabricating this board. Additional help with simulations will be provided by UCSC
undergraduate students; 100 hours (2.5 weeks spread out over several months) of support
is being requested. We expect substantial benefit from synergies with the ongoing
LSTFE readout project at SCIPP.
Professional salaries include:
Assistant Project Scientist (2 months): $10K
Electronics Technician (1 month): $5K
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Fringe benefits (rates differ for different positions, but are approximately 25% for staff
and are very small for undergraduate students) amount to $4K. Overhead, at the UCSC
rate of 51%, amounts to $12k.
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